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ABSTRACT 

 

Tail biting in pigs is a phenomenon which has been known since the 19th century. The prevalence of 
tail biting damage is estimated to be between 3 – 10 % of pigs slaughtered, being somewhat higher 
in non-docked than tail-docked populations. Being tail bitten causes pain and a state of stress to the 
victim pigs, as well as general disturbance in pig groups. In the future, there will be a need for 
scientific knowledge on how to reduce tail biting without tail docking; Finland provides excellent 
study material for this, with docking prohibited but pigs housed similarly to most other European 
countries.  

The precise etiology of tail biting behaviour is unknown, although many risk factors have been 
identified. The most supported theory of tail biting involves lack of opportunities for pigs to fulfil 
their innate need for exploration and foraging behaviours in modern production environments. Both 
these behaviours are mainly performed orally. In barren environments, these normal behaviours may 
turn into abnormal behaviour if they are redirected to other pigs´ tails. Tail biting can escalate into 
cannibalism in the presence of blood at the tail end.  

Not all pigs in a given pen, or in pens submitted to the same external risk factors, start biting. In the 
past decades, research has increasingly concentrated on animal-derived rather than on extrinsic risk 
factors for tail biting. Deficiencies in the nutritional state of the animal can increase the motivation 
for foraging behaviour. As pigs are known to be capable of foraging for nutrients of which they are 
experiencing a shortage, any single nutrient deficiency could affect individual performance of 
foraging behaviour. Tail biting behaviour has previously been associated with competition for feed, 
type of feed, defects in the diet, impairment in nutritional physiology and changes in the levels of 
neurotransmitters and their nutritional precursors in blood, as well as with poor health or experience 
of stress. 

The three studies presented within this thesis used a case-control design, with questionnaires to 
investigate feeding- and diet-related risk factors for tail biting damage at a population level, and 
animal studies to search for differences in intestinal cell wall structure, nutritional state, blood 
metabolites and different brain area concentrations of serotonin and dopamine and their metabolites 
between tail-biter pigs, victim pigs, control pigs in tail biting pens and control pigs in non-biting pens 
at the individual level. We aimed to identify characteristics of biter and victim pigs that could clarify 
the etiology of tail biting behaviour. 

Results from the population level study identified environment-, feeding- and management-related 
risk factors that were similar to those reported in earlier published epidemiological studies of both 
long-tailed and tail-docked pigs. Feeding-related risk factors were lower in magnitude than other 
factors, as measured by odds ratios. Interactions between risk factors were depicted. The diet that pigs 
ate after weaning, but before the finishing stage, was found to include components that increased the 
risk for tail biting damage at farm level. 

Tail biting pigs were found to have elevated serotonin metabolism in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). The 
serotonin precursor, tryptophan, and its ratio to other amino acids in blood, correlated with serotonin 
metabolism in the PFC. Experience of stress is suggested to explain the findings in the brain. The 
influence of enhanced serotonin turn-over on amino acid metabolism needs further study. No signs 
of changes in the intestinal structure or nutrient deficiency in blood of tail biters were found, that 
could be associated with increased motivation for foraging behaviour and lead to tail biting behaviour.  

Tail bitten pigs were found to have decreased concentration of several non-essential amino acids in 
blood, and a higher ratio of metabolites of serotonin and dopamine in the striatum and in the limbic 
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cortex. These findings are possibly associated with the experience of stress from being bitten, and a 
change in protein metabolism arising from the acute phase reaction. 

In a pen where tail biting was present, it was not only the biters and bitten pigs that were affected by 
this, but also the control pigs. It is suggested that the control pigs might have stayed unharmed through 
changes in feeding behaviour, since control pigs had reduced intestinal villus height and changes in 
blood nutrient concentrations that indicate short term malnutrition.   

The aim of this thesis was to improve animal welfare by generating new knowledge for resolving the 
multifactorial mystery of tail biting behaviour. As a concluding result, tail biting behaviour is 
associated with changes in neurotransmitter concentrations in both the biters and victims, and changes 
in the nutritional state of control pigs in tail biting pens, which provides a basis for studying the 
specific mechanism further. The observed feeding- and diet-related risk factors suggest a possible 
association of voluntary feed intake, gastrointestinal discomfort and tail biting. 
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I GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

1.1 Introduction to the topic ‒ the past and the future perspectives on tail biting 

Tail biting as a phenomenon has been known since the 19th century (Sambraus 1985), and there has 

been research on this topic for decades. The earliest reports of tail biting being a problem are 

probably from the 1960´s. However, there is speculation that intensive technical development and 

breeding towards a leaner body composition in pork production has increased the prevalence of tail 

biting (Breuer et al 2005, Edwards 2006). Although tail biting is more common in intensive 

production systems, with barren environments, reports of this unwanted behaviour in deep-straw-

based systems also exist (Hunter et al 2001). 

The prevalence of tail biting differs between countries and measurement approaches (measure of 

tail damage or measure of tail biting behaviour performed or received). Tail damage prevalence in 

the EU countries within abattoir meat inspections ranged between 3 % and 6 – 10 % of the pig 

population slaughtered, in docked and undocked pigs respectively (a summary of published 

information, EFSA 2007), whilst on farms the estimated prevalence of damaged tails ranged 

between 1 and 5 % (EFSA 2007). Tail biting is difficult to generate in experimental environments, 

and the amount of tail biting observed within scientific study reports varies much.  

Previously, scientists have concentrated on trying to understand the reasons why, and mechanism of 

how, tail biting behaviour spreads in populations of pigs, and which risk factors in the environment 

provoke it. The more recent decades have opened a new way of solving the problem through 

understanding of the individual pigs that start the behaviour - the tail biters. Not all pigs in the pen, 

or submitted to the same external risk factors, start biting (Edwards 2006). Individual characteristics 

that predispose some pigs to become tail biters, and external stressors or internal sensitivity to such 

stressors that overwhelm the animal’s ability to cope and lead to abnormal behaviour such as tail 

biting, are of greatest interest nowadays. 

 

1.2 Etiology of tail biting 

Tail biting occurs when one pig (tail biter) takes the tail of another pig (victim) in its mouth and 

bites the tail, at first gently but then harder so that the skin breaks (Van Putten 1969, Schrøder-

Petersen et al 2003). This can happen with or without a reaction from the victim pig. These stages 

are called the pre-injury stage and injury stage (Fraser and Broom 1990). Sometimes the pre-injury 
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stage is also called tail-in-mouth behaviour (TIM) as a potential precursor for tail biting (Feddes et 

al 1993, Schrøder-Petersen et al 2003). Tail biting can be seen as part of pig’s natural exploration, 

chewing, rooting and foraging behaviours (Van Putten 1969, Lawrence et al 1993, Day et al 1996, 

Van de Weerd et al 2006) that are redirected to an abnormal object, i.e. towards another pig’s tail 

(Lawrence et al 1993, Van de Weerd et al 2006), in the absence of suitable or natural objects to bite 

(Van Putten 1980, Lawrence and Terlouw 1993). Another view is to classify tail biting as an 

abnormal behaviour because it is seldom, if ever, performed in extensive, semi-natural or feral 

conditions (Moinard et al 2013). According to Moinard et al (2003), abnormal and maladaptive 

behaviours like tail biting may appear if natural behaviours are constrained by the environment in 

which the animals live. 

The domestication of the pig (sus scrofa) started over 7000 years ago. Many species-specific 

behaviours have changed in quantity, but not in quality, in modern pig breeds in comparison to their 

wild ancestors (Price 1999). Despite the substantial changes in the environment in which pigs are 

kept, they still have an obvious innate need (measured as the time spent by the pig) to orally explore 

their environment by nosing, rooting, chewing and eating the surrounding objects. This basic need 

for exploration can be further divided into two distinct behavioural categories, intrinsic exploration 

and appetitive foraging, which are possible to separate from each other by manipulating either 

presentation of a novel object or feeding level (Day et al 1995). In barren environments, where 

these needs are not possible to meet, pigs are suggested to suffer from frustration, that may lead to 

abnormal behaviours (EFSA 2007). The following sections elaborate on these two behavioural 

needs and the possible consequence of tail biting behaviour when they are not met. 

 

1.2.1 Intrinsic exploration 

Intrinsic exploration behaviour is shown to have a motivational function to gather information about 

stimuli of little immediate biological significance (Berlyne 1960 cited in Day et al 1995, Day et al 

1995), compared to vital stimuli such as food. Intrinsic exploration in pigs is directed to objects to 

nose, chew, bite or play with, without a driving purpose to ingest. In practice, this usually means 

exploration of manipulable materials (bedding and manipulable objects), pen surroundings or other 

animals.  In modern intensive pig husbandry, use of manipulable materials is, in most case, very 

limited. A slatted floor structure is needed for liquid manure systems and, at the same time, 

precludes the use of particulate manipulable materials on the floor. In an environment with no 

novelty to investigate, the innate motivation to explore in the active daylight hours cannot be 
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fulfilled and redirects to conspecifics (Feddes and Fraser 1994). Feddes et al (1993) linked non-

destructive chewing to general exploration and manipulation of surroundings more than to feeding 

motivation, because they observed chewing behaviour to follow the pigs´ diurnal pattern of overall 

activity rather than the diurnal pattern of feeding. 

The chewing behaviour might be independent of nutritional needs per se (Jensen et al 1993) and 

was proposed to have a self-rewarding component (Day et al 1995). Chewing also increases when 

the object available to explore is of a destructible nature (Feddes and Fraser 1994), evidencing pigs´ 

interest in novelty, and therefore an exposed or damaged tail end attracts the pigs more than an 

intact curly tail. Chewing can be connected to the pre-damaging stage of two-stage tail biting 

behaviour (see section 1.3) before the skin breaks. Two-stage tail biting may therefore be prevented 

from proceeding into the damaging stage by offering the pigs enrichment items to manipulate, chew 

or root (see review of Taylor et al 2010).  

 

1.2.2 Appetitive foraging 

Redirected appetitive foraging has also been proposed as the source of tail biting behaviour in pigs 

(Wood-Gush and Vestergaard 1989, Beattie et al 2005). Appetitive foraging is an extrinsic 

exploratory behaviour, which has a goal of finding food for ingestion (Berlyne 1960 cited in Day et 

al 1995, Day et al 1995). In free-ranging pigs, the appetitive foraging behaviour starts to exceed 

other activities, such as familiarization with their surroundings and manipulation of the udder, at 

about four weeks after birth, when the time spent on these behaviours decreases and time spent on 

grazing and eating of feed substances other than milk increases (Petersen 1994). Newberry and 

Wood-Gush (1988) observed tail chewing behaviour in young piglets. This was directed to the dam 

and other piglets, and was interpreted as exploration and play. In older piglets, chewing was 

observed to be a form of mild tail biting rather than non-nutritive sucking behaviour. 

Voluntary feed intake in animals is controlled at three levels: at the metabolic level, at the level of 

the digestive system and by the influence of external factors (McDonald et al 1995). At the 

metabolic level, the concentrations of nutrients, metabolites or hormones in blood and tissues are 

analyzed by the nervous system, resulting in onset or termination of feeding. Thus, appetitive 

foraging behaviour might be a consequence of a single nutrient deficiency (Lawrence et al 1993). 

During exploratory chewing, pigs can acquire nutritional information about the nutrients which are 

deficient and adapt their foraging behaviour according to their internal nutritional state (Day et al 

1996). Pigs are capable of foraging for precise nutrients (like protein) of which they are 
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experiencing shortage (Kyriazakis et al 1991; 1999). Beattie et al (2005) pointed out the 

relationship between nutrient inadequacy and increased foraging behaviour, which was expressed as 

tail biting. In the study of Day et al (2002), a change in diet resulted in restarting of tail biting. This 

was speculated to be caused by increased foraging behaviour in order to compensate for nutrient 

reductions from the previous diet. In farm conditions, the feed in itself is, in most cases, the same 

from day to day for all the animals throughout the whole growing period (Lawrence et al 1993), 

preventing the possibility of finding and consuming an individual deficient nutrient. Both kinds of 

diet restriction – qualitative and quantitative in nature – might leave pigs with excessive motivation 

for foraging behaviour between the feeding times (Arey 1993, Jensen et al 1993). Excess foraging 

behaviour due to a non-optimal diet can further cause tail biting behaviour (Taylor et al 2010).  

Fasting (food deprivation) in itself increases time spent on rooting objects through increased 

foraging motivation (Day et al, 1995). Although ad libitum feeding does not completely remove the 

motivation to forage, feeding at restricted levels increases such behaviours (Day et al 1995). When 

living outdoors, pigs spend more than 20 % of the daylight hours in foraging (Stolba and Wood-

Gush 1989). The absence of suitable foraging material in the pen (other than the feed itself) is 

shown to make pigs redirect their appetitive exploration behaviour from the ground to other pen 

items and pen mates (Averos et al 2010). Different levels of additional straw, compared to no straw, 

appeared to decrease both the general penmate-directed behaviour and tail biting (Day et al 2002), 

which might be a consequence of directing both exploration and foraging behaviour to an eatable 

material such as straw between the meals or in a fasting state. The presence of a coarse substrate, 

such as straw, to digest has also been connected to decreased prevalence of gastric lesions (Nielsen 

and Ingvartsen 2000b), which might potentially further lead to some types of tail biting behaviour 

(mechanism discussed later). The beneficial effects of straw ingestion might result from increasing 

the dry matter of the feed and of the stomach contents, and by buffering against the acidic property 

of the digestive enzymes whose secretion is partly independent of the feed ingestion level.  

Tail biting has also been proposed to be an aggressive behaviour in pigs (Hansen et al 1982), 

possibly because it sometimes appears specifically in situations where there is competition over 

resources such as feed, and aggression is found to be a potential way to get access to the resources 

(D´Eath et al 2014). Equally, though, aggression towards the tails in feeding situations, expressed as 

a way to get to the feeder, may be partly appetitive foraging behaviour. 
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1.3 Theory of three motivational categories for tail biting behaviour 

Taylor et al (2010) suggested three motivationally different behavioural types of tail biting: ´two-

stage´, ´sudden-forceful´ and ´obsessive´ tail biting. These types can be linked to the environmental, 

husbandry and individual factors that drive a pig to bite.  

´Two-stage tail biting´ has, according to its name, two separate stages in time, a pre-damaging and a 

damaging stage, with both or only one of the stages present (Fraser and Broom 1990, Schrøder-

Petersen et al 2003). This kind of tail biting does not include aggressive behaviour, but is likely to 

be a consequence of an exploratory or foraging behaviour of pigs which is redirected to tails in an 

environment where there is lack of substrates towards which to focus these natural behaviours 

(according to Taylor et al 2010). Gastric ulceration, as a source of gastro-intestinal discomfort, has 

also been suggested to motivate chewing behaviour in pigs, increasing the probability of two-stage 

tail biting to happen (Taylor et al 2010). 

´Sudden-forceful tail biting´ describes tail biting in a situation where a shortage of resources, such 

as feed, water or enrichment materials, results in frustration and competition between individuals in 

specific situations like feeding time. This type includes direct and straightforward biting of the tail, 

with no previous exploration or tail-in-mouth behaviours present (according to Taylor et al 2010). 

´Obsessive tail biting´ is linked more to the individual characteristics of the pig than to 

environmental factors. The biting behaviour is concentrated continuously towards tails, without 

clear external triggers, and looks like fanatical or obsessive behaviour (Beattie et al 2005, Van de 

Weerd et al 2005). Obsessive tail biters are shown to be lighter than other same-age pigs (Wallgren 

and Lindahl 1996, Beattie et al 2005, Edwards 2006) which suggests that nutritional defects might 

be associated with obsessive tail biting behaviour. 

 

1.4 Stress and tail biting behaviour 

Tail biting has been connected to the experience and outcomes of stress (Schröder-Petersen and 

Simonsen 2001, Munsterhjelm et al 2013a). Stress derives from a threat to the homeostasis of an 

organism (Selye 1963). In Moberg´s (1985) “stress model”, a severe and persistent state of stress 

results in a pre-pathological state and, finally, in a pathological state followed by changes in 

metabolism and development of abnormal behaviours like tail biting. Stress is physiologically 

mediated by the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis and different hormonal 

secretions. The secretion of pituitary adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) from the pituitary gland 
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stimulates glucocorticoid secretion from the adrenal cortex. The main glucocorticoid secreted in 

pigs is cortisol. The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system regulates blood pressure and fluid 

balance, whereas adrenal catecholamines, like epinephrine, norepinephrine and dopamine, maintain 

the energy balance. The roles of the hormones such as oxytocin and prolactin are not clear, but both 

are secreted at the time of stressful experience (see Carrasco and Van de Kar 2003 for a review of 

the neuroendocrinology of stress). In the context of tail biting, tail biters have been observed to 

show a flattened day-time cortisol pattern and high thyroid hormone T3 concentration, and bitten 

pigs to have changes in adrenal area, T3 and salivary cortisol concentrations, evidencing an 

activation of the HPA axis connected to tail biting (Munsterhjelm et al 2013a). All the extrinsic 

(environment derived) and intrinsic (animal derived) risk factors connected to the development, and 

finally onset, of tail biting behaviour act as sources of stress to the animal. The individual animal 

experiences such a state of stress in the context of its own characteristics and physiological 

vulnerabilities. Furthermore, tail biting behaviour is said to have a multifactorial origin (Moinard et 

al 2003); factors may one-by-one, or finally all together, exceed the level of state of stress that an 

individual pig can manage without disruption of the homeostasis. The effects of stress and reduced 

wellbeing are usually first shown through behaviour, and not in production results (Dawkins 2004). 

 

1.5 Suggested risk factors for tail biting 

Tail biting has a multifactorial origin (Moinard et al 2003, Taylor et al 2010). Risk factors found for 

tail biting behaviour are numerous, originating from the animals themselves and from the 

environment in which they live, both at the individual and herd level (see reviews from Schrøder-

Petersen and Simonsen 2001, EFSA 2007, Taylor et al 2010). Some authors, in summary, conclude 

that tail biting is a consequence of a pig’s inability to cope with all the different stressors present at 

one moment, meaning that tail biting is connected to individual experience of state of stress 

(Wiepkema and Koolhaas 1993, Munsterhjelm et al 2013a). Although the sensitivity to stress can be 

innate (genetic stress-susceptibility of the animal), the measurement of the extrinsic risk factors is 

best made at herd level, using epidemiological tools, as such extrinsic risk factors are the same for 

all the pigs in the group (farm, room or pen). Intrinsic (sometimes innate) risk factors can more 

easily be measured at individual pig level or attribute (gender, age, etc) level. It is still unclear how 

the intrinsic (physiological) factors interact with extrinsic (environmental) risk factors (Van de 

Weerd et al 2005). In addition, the inter-relationship of many different physiological or 

environmental risk factors within these categories makes the measurement of overall risk difficult 

or even impossible (Hunter et al 2001, D´Eath et al 2014). Knowledge about both types of risk 
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factors is needed in order to understand the origin of tail biting at farm level, and to prevent or stop 

the behaviour, or to minimize its negative outcome. 

Many of the risk factors mentioned in the literature were identified in studies with tail-docked pigs, 

as this is a general practice in most European and other countries of the world. In those countries 

(all others except for Finland, Sweden, Switzerland and Norway) tail docking is done either 

routinely or on demand to reduce tail biting risk. However, the EU has a strategy to avoid routine 

tail-docking in the future for animal welfare purposes (The Council of the European Union 2001). 

Furthermore, tail-docking does not completely prevent tail biting, but only reduces the prevalence 

of bitten tails and the severity of the damage (Hunter et al 2001, Sutherland and Tucker 2011). 

There are only a few epidemiological studies of the relationship between tail biting, housing and 

feeding in (intact) long-tailed pigs. The question of whether the risk factors are similar and whether 

the magnitude of the risk varies between long-tailed and docked pig populations still needs further 

investigation. In practical farm conditions, pigs with long and docked tails are usually not kept in 

the same kind of environmental conditions, and therefore the risk factors and their magnitude 

defined from these two populations is expected to differ. In studies with both pig populations 

(Hunter et al 2001, Moinard et al 2003), there might have been confounded factors that predispose 

the farm to tail-dock or not to tail-dock the pigs. Farms with a perceived higher level of risk may be 

more likely to tail dock, although on any given farm the risk might be higher with undocked than 

with docked pigs. 

 

1.5.1 Risk factors from housing, management and health 

The main risk factors from housing and management mentioned in the literature are presented 

below, followed by some reasons why they are connected to increased risk of tail biting: 

Lack of manipulable materials. Lack of additional manipulable material causes pigs to redirect their 

exploratory behaviour to pen surroundings and pen mates (Fraser et al 1991b, Day et al 2002). The 

opportunity to explore is important for the welfare of pigs (Van de Weerd and Day 2009), and 

living in barren pen conditions has been associated with increased nibbling behavior (Simonsen 

1995) and tail biting (Beattie et al 1995). Pigs are demonstrated to show interest in enrichment for a 

longer time if it is manipulable (Feddes and Fraser 1994, Moinard et al 2003). In particular, straw is 

observed to be more effective than point-source objects in preventing tail biting behaviour (Van de 

Weerd et al 2006), perhaps because it can be rooted, chewed, bitten but also eaten, to serve as a 

substrate for both the appetitive and exploratory behaviours. The time engaged in exploration of a 
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material is associated with the amount of material offered to the pigs (Van de Weerd et al 2006, 

Day et al 2002). The shape and destructibility of the tail makes it interesting for pigs, and therefore 

poorly designed enrichment can increase the attention directed to the tails rather than to the 

materials offered (Feddes and Fraser 1994).  

Stocking density. High stocking density has been recognized as a risk factor for tail biting by many 

authors (e.g. Beattie et al 1996; 2000, Moinard et al 2003). Crowding and large group sizes increase 

the social exposure of one pig to another pig’s body and tail and induce more competition for feed 

and manipulable materials (D´Eath et al 2014), factors which are all known to increase tail biting 

problems. It also results in an increased state of stress to individuals (Kornegay et al 1993, Moinard 

et al 2003) and complicates the avoidance behaviour of the victim pig (Moinard et al 2003).   

Slatted floor structure. There is evidence that slatted floors can be associated with tail biting in the 

grower and finisher units (Moinard et al 2003) as well as in the farrowing unit (Smulders et al 

2008). This risk is likely to interact with the absence of manipulable materials on the floor. Lack of 

bedding material also causes slippery surfaces, which are suggested to disturb the social behaviours 

of pigs (Hansen and Hagelsø 1980). Slatted floor structure has been connected to tail biting possibly 

because it enables noxious gases to move from the manure pit into the pen air, increasing 

restlessness of pigs (van Putten 1969). Restlessness has been shown to precede tail biting outbreaks 

(Zonderland et al 2010). 

Draughts or poor air quality. Artificial ventilation has been shown to increase the probability of tail 

biting (Hunter et al 2001), but possibly in interaction with other management practices (such as lack 

of deep straw bedding or manipulable materials), as artificial control of air might be more common 

in newer buildings than in the older ones. In general, draughts or poor air quality, such as ammonia 

in the air, may induce tail biting behavior (Colyer 1970; cited in Schröder-Petersen and Simonsen 

2001, Arey 1991). Tail biting is sometimes observed not in all, but only in some, pens on a farm. 

Colyer (1970; cited in Schröder-Petersen and Simonsen 2001) suggested that isolated “pockets” of 

air or very draughty sections might be found in some places inside a room, resulting from 

inappropriately located or adjusted ventilation systems. 

Gender composition within groups of pigs. In mixed-sex groups, castrated males, who are less 

active than females, form a potential source of victims (Sambraus 1985). Also, tail-in-mouth 

behaviour has been observed more in mix- than single-sex-groups (Schrøder-Petersen et al 2003). 

However, Hunter et al (2001) found pigs in single-sex groups to become more tail-bitten than pigs 

in mix-sex groups. 
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Risk factors from health. There may be a positive association between healthy pigs and low levels 

of tail biting (Moinard et al 2003). Presence of respiratory diseases (Moinard et al 2003), higher 

mortality (Moinard et al 2003), reduced growth (Wallenbeck and Keeling 2013, Munsterhjelm et al 

2015), leg disorders (Niemi et al 2012, Munsterhjelm et al 2015), abscesses and carcass 

condemnations (Huey 1996, Kritas and Morrison 2007) have been connected to tail biting, either as 

risk factors for tail biting or as a consequence of it. In many experimental studies which explore the 

characteristics of pigs involved in tail biting, the association of health issues and tail biting has been 

measured only after the tail biting incidents, and therefore the causal connection remains unclear. 

Generally higher mortality in farms having tail biting problems might be due to actions to prevent 

the spread of tail biting by culling victim or biter pigs at an early stage. High mortality rate can also 

be connected to higher levels of other health issues observed within tail biting problem herds 

(Moinard et al 2003). Tail biting might predispose the pigs to lung infections (Moinard et al 2003, 

Sihvo et al 2012), lead to inflammatory lesions (Munsterhjelm et al 2013b) and general activation of 

the immune system (Heinonen et al 2010, Munsterhjelm et al 2013b) as well as to lower weight 

gain (Wallgren and Lindahl 1996, Sinisalo et al 2012). Reduced growth is likely to be a 

consequence of reduced feed intake, which has been observed in bitten pigs or pigs in tail biting 

pens, both before (Munsterhjelm et al 2015) and after the start of tail biting (Wallenbeck and 

Keeling 2013).  

 

1.5.2 Risk factors from feeding  

Feeding-related risk factors that increase the probability of tail biting include problems with 

technical feeding management, poor accessibility of feed, deficiencies in feed quality or quantity, or 

age-inappropriate diets. These factors may cause increased competition for eating space, nutrient 

deficiency, decreased voluntary feed intake, or individual experience of hunger. Feeding-related 

risk factors, if and when they occur, induce increased appetitive exploratory behaviour and potential 

tail biting.  

The following section elaborates on the main feeding-related risk factors in literature: 

Limited feeder space and type of the feeder. Eating is a social behaviour in pigs, which like to eat all 

together (Hutson 1995, Moinard et al 2003). In indoor pig production units, feed is offered using 

feed troughs, single- or multi-space feeders, where there is a more limited amount of space per pig 

in comparison to floor feeding or grazing. However, the optimal number of pigs per feeder space is 

unknown (Gonyou and Lou 2000) or may vary. In the study of Moinard et al (2003) more than five 
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pigs per feeder partition, and in the study of Holmgren and Lundeheim (2004) trough space of less 

than 30 cm per pig, resulted in increased risk of tail biting. The number of pens with tail- and ear-

biting lesions increased as the number of feeding places per pig decreased in the nursery (Smulders 

et al 2008). Single-space feeders, compared to multi-space feeders, have resulted in higher 

probability of tail biting, but this could have been influenced by the type of feed as pelleted feeds 

are more likely to be offered in single-space feeders than meal or liquid feeds, which are more 

common in trough feeding systems (Hunter et al 2001). Limited feeder space causes competition 

and may result in unequal distribution of feed intake, partly according to the social ranking order 

(Hansen et al 1982, Hoy et al 2012) or body size (Botermans et al 2000) within the pigs in the pen. 

Competition at feeders has been connected to a shift in the feed intake pattern from distinct meal 

times into feeding throughout 24 hours, more forced withdrawals from the feeder, aggression, skin 

injuries (Botermans et al 2000) and increased tail biting (Hansen et al 1982). Geers et al (1985) 

concluded that the easier the access to feed, the higher the feed intake and the lower the incidence 

of tail biting. 

Quantitatively or qualitatively restricted feeding level. Feeding can be restricted in time or amount, 

both of which have been observed to result in more serious tail wounds compared to ad libitum 

feeding (Botermans and Svendsen 2000, Temple et al 2012). Robert et al (1991) observed more 

behaviours redirected to pen-mates in restricted (90% of voluntary feed intake) than in ad libitum 

fed pigs. Nevertheless, even with ad libitum feeding systems, social factors may restrict the 

accessibility of some individuals to feed resources. Limited feeder space, or feeder types with fewer 

places than pigs in the pen, could unintentionally induce a situation of quantitatively restricted 

feeding for some pigs. In general, feed intake below voluntary feed intake can lead hungry pigs to 

perform more appetitive foraging behaviour redirected to penmates´ tails.  

Physical form of the feed. Pelleted diets were observed to increase the probability of tail biting 

compared to meal or liquid feeding in the study of Hunter et al (2001), in contrast to Chambers et al 

(1995) and Moinard et al (2003) who both found liquid feeding to increase tail biting. Smulders et 

al (2008) suggested a decreased risk of tail biting in situations where the water nipple was placed 

above the feed trough, as a consequence of less dust and irritation of the respiratory system. When 

fed only with a liquid diet, the ratio of water to dry matter is higher than when using dry feeding 

and a separate water source. This may lead to decreased dry matter intake if the capacity for 

voluntary feed intake is surpassed due to restriction by the volume of the stomach. High water and 

low dry matter intake might lead to more rapid emptying of the upper gastrointestinal tract (from 
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mouth into the small intestine) and sensation of hunger between the meals, potentially increasing 

the motivation for foraging behaviour. 

Automation of the feeding. Automated feeding has been connected to increased risk of tail biting 

(Chambers et al 1995, Moinard et al 2003). Paul et al (2007) might have found an explanation for 

why automated feeding systems increase the likelihood of tail biting in stating that farmers reported 

break-down of automated feeding equipment in combination with tail biting incidents. Automated 

feeding systems also require special skills from the farmer to manage the system.  Mistakes in 

programming the system to mix and distribute the feed might lead to sudden changes in feed 

quantity or quality and increase the risk for tail biting. 

Problems at weaning. There are some anecdotal discussions about how the weaning environment 

and weaning age affect piglets´ behaviour and physiology later in life. Algers (1984) stated that 

weaning at an early age into a stimulus-deprived environment makes piglets incapable of fulfilling 

their intrinsic need for suckling, other than by redirecting this behaviour to penmates which could 

lead to tail biting behaviour.  Feed restriction after weaning increases the nosing and chewing 

behaviour of piglets (Bruni et al 2008). Early weaning or failure to offer appropriate creep feed 

before and after weaning, might generate such a feed intake reduction in weaned piglets, since the 

transition from highly digestible maternal milk to a less digestible artificial diet is challenging to the 

piglets´ gastrointestinal tract. In particular, this challenges the secretion of appropriate digestive 

enzymes and intestinal functionality (Mazurais et al 2007) and induces malabsorption and diarrhoea 

(Nabuurs et al 1996). Prolonged diarrhea results in growth check, and growth-check was mentioned 

as one potential characteristic of the biter pigs (Edwards 2006). 

Age-inappropriate diet. There are sex- and age-differences in the growth curve and the need for 

nutrients in pigs (Kyriazakis et al 1991). When these nutritional demands are not met for individuals 

in mixed-sex groups, one gender is predisposed to increased foraging motivation and therefore 

possibly to tail biting (Taylor et al 2010). In practice, feeding in phases according to dietary energy 

and protein requirement is not always followed, which may result in deficit or excess of certain 

nutrients at the beginning and at the end of the growth period. Furthermore, sudden changes in diet, 

most likely reduction in nutrient density, increase the likelihood of tail biting, both from 

experimental and practical experience (Fraser et al 1991a, Day et al 2002, Paul et al 2007). Lack of 

a sufficient amount of dietary protein or minerals has been observed to increase tail biting and 

foraging behaviour (Fraser 1987b; et al 1991a, Jensen et al 1993). 
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1.6 Why does an individual pig start to tail bite? 

Knowing the external risk factors for tail biting does not explain why one individual pig starts to tail 

bite while others do not (Edwards 2006). There might also be different physiological and 

psychological mechanisms behind different types of tail biting (classified by Taylor et al 2010), 

since “sudden-forceful” and “two-stage” types of tail biting reflect more the presence of 

environmental factors, whereas “obsessive-type” tail biting resembles more a fanatical, chronic 

behaviour. Within the two former types, the biting is used to achieve an external purpose, like 

enrichment manipulation, feed access or social contact, and tail biting may also start by accident 

when the tail is explored orally. Obsessive biters might develop a state in which the biting in itself 

is intrinsically rewarding (Day et al 1995), and it has been suggested that potential genetic factors 

(Breuer et al 2005), like modification in protein metabolism (Edwards 2006), are implicated. The 

following section concentrates on individual characteristics or susceptibilities in physiology or 

mental state of the animal that might explain why an individual pig in the pen may start to tail-bite 

in an environment where circumstances appear similar for all pigs in that pen. 

 

1.6.1 Stress-connected neuroendocrinology 

Maladaptive behaviours. Tail biting behaviour in pigs and feather pecking behaviour in birds, and 

their multifactorial ethological background, resemble each other (see Rodenburg et al 2008, Ursinus 

et al 2014). Where feather pecking is considered as a redirected behaviour of ground-pecking 

deriving either from foraging or dustbathing (Blokhuis 1986, Vestergaard and Lisborg 1993 cited in 

Rodenburg 2008), tail biting can be considered as a redirected exploratory or foraging behaviour 

(see chapter 1.2). The impairment of neurotransmitter systems has been suggested to be involved in 

both these maladaptive behaviours (Korte et al 2009, Kops et al 2013, Ursinus et al 2014). In 

addition, psychological characteristics like fearfulness in birds (Rodenburg et al 2004) and pigs 

(Ursinus et al 2014) and coping style in pigs and birds (Koolhaas et al 1999, Rodenburg et al 2004) 

have been suggested to have an impact on the individual propensity to develop abnormal stress-

related behaviours like feather pecking or tail biting, depending on the animal´s adaptive capacity 

(Koolhaas et al 1999, Ursinus et al 2014).  

Coping style. Proactivity or reactivity in stressful situations have been connected to the 

characteristics of “coping style”, measured by the “back-test” (see Hessing et al 1993), and 

“fearfulness”, measured with novelty tests (connected with exploration behaviour) and resident-

intruder tests (connected with social and aggressive behaviour) in pigs (Ursinus et al 2014). 
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“Coping style” characterizes how an animal reacts in stressful situations through its behaviour, 

physiology and neuroendocrinology, and is consistent over time (Koolhaas et al 1999). A proactive 

(active) coping style is connected to low HPA-axis reactivity (i.e. low cortisol) and high 

sympathetic reactivity (i.e. high catecholamine plasma concentrations), whereas a reactive coping 

style relates to high HPA-axis reactivity (i.e. high cortisol) and high parasympathetic reactivity (i.e. 

low noradrenaline plasma concentrations) (Koolhaas et al 1999, 2000). The proactive pigs are 

characterized as high-resistant and reactive pigs as low-resistant (based on the back-test), as shown 

by differences in behaviour and salivary cortisol concentration (Hessing et al 1994, Ruis et al 2000).  

In general, reactive animals are shown to be more predisposed to develop compulsive disorders 

associated with stress, which in pigs may include some type of tail biting behaviour and in chicken 

feather-pecking behaviour (Korte et al 2009). The link between individual coping style and stress-

derived physiological and psychological reactions might explain the susceptibility of only some 

animals to develop into tail-biters or feather-peckers under identical environmental situations that 

include presence of stressors. As the onset of tail biting behaviour is highly influenced by the 

current stressors in the environment of pigs, coping style can have an effect on the behaviour that a 

pig adopts in order to deal with the state of stress and maintain its own wellbeing. The sensitivity of 

the dopaminergic system has been associated with the behavioral differences of proactive and 

reactive animals under stress, and might further affect the propensity to develop stereotypies (see 

Koolhaas et al 1999 for a review). In rats, it has been shown that proactive animals (animals with 

high level of active coping attempts) that are exposed to uncontrollable stressors are more 

vulnerable to develop gastric lesions than reactive animals (Weiss 1972; cited in Koolhaas et al 

1999). In veal calves, there was a negative correlation between performed stereotypies and 

prevalence of gastric lesions (Wiepkema and Adrichem 1987; cited in Koolhaas et al 1999). Korte 

et al (2009) suggested that farm animals like pigs may have been inadvertently genetically selected 

for lower brain monoamine concentrations in association with higher production traits. Indeed, a 

gene expression study found genes coding production traits, sociability and exploratory behaviour 

to be differentially expressed in several brain areas of tail biters, victims and control pigs (Brunberg 

et al 2013). 

Neurotransmitters. Serotonin (5-HT: 5-hydroxytryptamine) is a neurotransmitter that participates in 

the regulation of gastrointestinal functions, sleep, mood, appetite, aggression and hemodynamics 

(Carrasco and van de Kar 2003, Koolhaas et al 2010, Le Flo´h et al 2011). Dopamine has different 

functions within reward-motivated behaviour, motor control, pain perception, emotional control and 

in the secretion of other hormones. The metabolic pathways of serotonin and dopamine from their 
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precursors are presented in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. In birds, serotonin, dopamine and 

corticosterone metabolism are suggested as underlying mechanisms in the development of feather 

pecking, and differ between the genetic lines of high and low feather peckers (Van Hierden et al 

2002). As discussed, plasma corticosteroid levels reflect the reactivity of the HPA axis in stressful 

situations (Koolhaas et al 1999), and corticosteroids may alter neural transmission in the 

serotonergic and dopaminergic systems (Lowry et al 2001). Lowered whole blood and platelet 5-HT 

(serotonin) values, and higher blood platelet uptake velocities, have been found in tail biters and 

victims of tail biting, as well as higher fearfulness characteristics (Ursinus et al 2014). Lower 

serotonin concentrations were found in the hypothalamus, caudate nucleus and hippocampus of 

stress-susceptible pigs than of stress-tolerant pigs, and lower dopamine levels in the hypothalamus 

and caudate nucleus, which were suggested to represent central nervous system involvement in the 

porcine stress syndrome (Adeola et al 1993). In humans with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 

or depression, a dysfunction of serotonergic neurotransmission has been evidenced (see Carrasco 

and van de Kar 2003 for review).  

The concentrations of several neuromodulators, their metabolites and stress-hormones in blood and 

body fluctuate according to external factors and inner state, which might explain the sudden 

outbreaks of tail biting over time. The intake of precursors (amino acids – tryptophan (Trp), 

phenylalanine, tyrosine) derived from feed also influences the levels of the precursors and 

monoamines in the blood and brain (Koopmans et al 2006). Supplemental Trp in feed was observed 

to increase hypothalamic serotonergic activity, reduce the salivary cortisol response to stressful 

situations, improve the intestinal villus:crypt ratio and reduce physical activity in piglets soon after 

the implementation (Koopmans et al 2006). Feeding inadequate levels of Trp, which changed the 

ratio of Trp:LNAA in feed, resulted in a change of the ratio in blood  and the hypothalamic 

serotonin concentration in pigs (Henry et al 1992). These changes were observed to decrease 

voluntary feed intake. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of serotonin metabolism, from the precursor amino acid tryptophan to 

the main metabolite 5-HIAA. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of dopamine metabolism, from the precursor amino acids 

phenylalanine and tyrosine to the main metabolites DOPAC and HVA. 
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and at 7 weeks of age, independently of the birth weight (Beattie et al 2005). Smaller than average 

body size, or lower than age-estimated bodyweight, have been suggested to result from prior 

growth-check (Van de Weerd et al 2005, Edwards 2006). Low body weight or growth-check usually 

result from inadequate feed intake, as dietary nutrients are first channeled to vital functions and only 

after this requirement is met to production and growth (McDonald et al 1995). Reduced feed intake 

or reduced feeder visits have been observed at pen level to precede tail biting by a few days 

(Wallenbeck and Keeling 2013, Munsterhjelm et al 2015). This also occurs at the time of, and after, 

tail biting incidents, although mostly for victim pigs (Wallenbeck and Keeling 2013, Munsterhjelm 

et al 2015, Viitasaari et al 2015).  

Malnutrition (deficiency of one or more nutrients) can be a consequence of fasting or calorie 

restriction of feed. Fasting (feed deprivation) is defined in this paragraph as total absence of feed 

intake (0 per cent of voluntary feed intake) for one or more days, and results in a dramatic reduction 

in protein or energy intake. Calorie restriction is a reduction from the amount of food an animal 

would voluntarily eat daily if allowed to become satiated (usually in experimental animals 60 – 70 

% of ad libitum). Calorie restriction does not include deficiency of minerals or vitamins, but only a 

reduction in the level of energy intake (balanced diets). In pigs, calorie restriction may be done 

intentionally at some ages, in order to change the partitioning of fat and protein in the body or to 

improve fertility. Fasting results in changes in body weight and intestinal structure. In contrast, 

calorie restriction only has pronounced effects on body weight gain, with moderate or no effects on 

intestinal structure since these occur only under chronic conditions of restriction. Fasting is marked 

by loss of luminal nutrition, which causes reduction in the total intestinal surface area and mucosal 

mass by changing the villus and microvillus heights, widths and densities, as the cell number along 

the crypt-villus-axis decreases. Decreased cell proliferation and migration, together with increased 

cell loss and apoptosis, are responsible for the change in number (all the above reported by Ferraris 

and Carey 2000). These observed differences in relation to type of malnutrition may be useful in 

studies estimating the nutritional state of the animal. 

Reduction in body weight gain, in connection to tail biting, has been suggested to result from 

malfunction in protein metabolism or a deficiency of dietary protein (Edwards 2006, Taylor et al 

2010) or health problems (Munsterhjelm et al 2013b). In this thesis, it is further suggested that 

reduction in body weight gain could result from malnutrition that might be caused by fasting or 

calorie restriction of feed (defined as above in this thesis), or diminished gastrointestinal capacity to 

absorb and utilize feed energy and nutrients. 
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1.6.3 Gastrointestinal defects as a potential source of tail biting 

Because intestinal villus morphology correlates with the absorptive capacity of the intestine (van 

Beers-Schreuers et al 1998), diminished gastrointestinal ability can be seen morphologically as 

reduced villus height (villus atrophy) and increased crypt depth (crypt hyperplasia), changing the 

villus to crypt ratio. Fasting, or restriction of dietary energy or protein, may cause villus atrophy 

through reduced cell division in the crypts (Pluske et al 1997, van Beers-Schreuers et al 1998). 

Reduced intestinal surface resulting from malnutrition can lead to reduction in the absorption of 

nutrients, so the cause and effect relationships are not clear. In general, defects in intestinal cell wall 

structure can lead to a poor nutritional state of the animal, which can be evaluated through body 

weight or blood metabolite values. Poor nutritional state increases the motivation for appetitive 

foraging behaviour, which may be expressed as tail biting behaviour. 

It is known that a state of stress also causes short- and long-term effects on the function of the 

gastrointestinal tract (Konturek et al 2011). Taylor et al (2010) also listed general gastro-intestinal 

discomfort as a potential source for tail biting. The etiology of gastric ulcers in pigs is 

multifactorial, like the etiology of tail biting behaviour. The main sources of gastric ulceration in 

pigs are stress, infections, or nutritional factors (reviewed by Bolhuis et al 2006 and Lawrence et al 

1998). These dietary factors include cereals ground into small particle size, pelleted feed per se, use 

of wheat as the main cereal source in the diet compared to barley, or fasting. Fasting does not 

completely stop secretion of the digestive enzymes into the empty stomach and this results in 

irritation of the gastric cell wall (reviewed by Nielsen and Ingvartsen 2000a). Housing in an 

enriched (deep straw-bedded) compared to a barren (partly slatted floor) environment resulted in a 

lower level of gastric lesions in pigs (Bolhuis et al 2006). Additional straw has also been shown to 

lower the prevalence of gastric ulceration in pellet-fed pigs (Amory et al 2006). The possible 

mechanisms underlying the special benefit of straw in reducing tail biting risk could be its value, at 

the same time, as a manipulable substrate to explore, edible material to forage and a fibrous 

substance to eat. Nutritious fibrous substances can increase the stomach content firmness and 

therefore protect the gastric cell wall from erosion and lesioning (Nielsen and Ingvartsen 2000a). In 

general, gastric ulcers lower growth rate and the feed conversion efficiency (Elbers et al 1995) and 

expose pigs to pain and stress. The growth check observed in some tail biter pigs might therefore 

have an origin in gastric discomfort and potential gastric ulcers.  
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1.6.4 Deficiency of specific nutrients 

Attraction to blood as a source of minerals. “Hunger for substances carried in the blood” was 

suggested to be one potential reason why tail biters start to bite (Colyer 1970; cited in Scrøder-

Petersen and Simonsen 2001). Further, nutritional deficiency has been suggested to increase 

foraging behaviour, and lead to tail biting in intensive conditions (Beattie et al 2005). Pigs are 

capable of foraging for specific nutrients for which they have a metabolic deficit (Kyriazakis et al 

1991; 1999, Rose and Kyriazakis 1991). The particular substance found in bleeding tails could be 

salt (NaCl), iron, other minerals or proteins, which are all highly concentrated in blood. Denton 

(1982; cited in Beattie et al 2005) stated, that experience of stress increases the concentration of 

adrenocorticotrophin in blood and further increases the appetite for salt. Fraser (1987) showed that 

pigs have individual differences in preference for blood, as expressed by time spent chewing blood-

covered tail models. Following exclusion of all mineral supplements (iodized salt, dicalcium 

phosphate, limestone, iron, zinc, manganese, copper and selenium) from the diet, pigs increased 

their chewing behaviour directed to blood covered cotton cord (as a proxy pig’s tail). The effect of 

excluding only ionized salt was of even greater magnitude. After recovery for 4 weeks on a control 

diet, this behaviour was not completely eliminated (Fraser 1987b), which demonstrates a possible 

long-term effect of mineral deficiency on foraging behaviour. However, the theory of foraging for 

nutrients in the blood does not completely explain what happens before the first tail gets bloodied. 

The commonly observed rapid escalation of tail biting in the pen, however, could be explained by 

the smell and taste of blood or salt of a bitten tail (Fraser 1987a; b). 

Other minerals have also been connected to tail biting behaviour. The ratio of calcium to 

phosphorus (with elevated P values) in blood was impaired in pigs showing tail-biting (Barnikol 

1987; cited in EFSA 2007). The magnesium concentration in serum was observed to be lower, and 

in red blood cells higher, in pigs of a tail biting pen than those of a pen without tail biting 

(Holmgren and Lundeheim 2004). In general, this change is associated with increased physical 

stress and may arise because tail biting is shown to increase restlessness within the pigs in the pen 

(Statham et al 2009, Zonderland et al 2009). Changes in the blood concentrations of calcium, 

phosphorus and magnesium are associated with malnutrition (Pond et al 1992, Lu et al 1996). 

Protein intake insufficiency. Low protein diets have been connected to the onset of tail biting 

(Jericho and Church 1972; cited in Scrøder-Petersen and Simonsen 2001). Jensen et al (1993) 

showed that pigs fed with inadequate levels of crude protein, although adequate energy, rooted 

straw more than pigs fed with a sufficient amount of both crude protein and energy. Fraser et al 

(1991a) hypothesized that the lack of adequate dietary protein, leading to a growth-check, 
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predisposes pig to tail biting behaviour through increased attraction to protein-rich blood. Evidence 

for a long-term problem in protein metabolism was also found because, after a period of protein 

restriction and a following replenishment period with additional amino acids in the diet, some pigs 

gained weight slowly and still tended to have enhanced attraction to blood, in comparison to pigs 

that gained weight normally when replenished and no longer showed attraction to blood. Protein 

malnutrition can be assessed through blood sampling. The levels of total protein, serum urea, 

essential amino acids (EAA), calcium (Ca) and inorganic phosphorus (Pi) decrease after deficiency 

in dietary protein (Lu et al 1996, Pond et al 1992, Wykes et al 1996), although an elevated level of 

urea in plasma can also be a result from increased body protein catabolism (Formigoni et al 2006). 

The level of free amino acids in blood decreases after 12 hours of fasting in pigs (Richardson et al 

1965). Moreover, chronic protein malnutrition can alter the intestinal surface of pigs (Ferraris and 

Carey 2000). Reduced protein intake tended to decrease the crypt depth and villus width in the 

duodenum and jejunum in pigs (Guay et al 2006). 

Interestingly, the level of crude protein or individual amino acids in the diet also has an effect on 

the brain levels of serotonin. After eating a carbohydrate-rich diet, the plasma ratio of Trp:LNAA 

rises, followed by an increase in brain concentrations of Trp and serotonin (5-HT). In contrast, 

when fed a protein-rich diet, the plasma Trp:LNAA ratio is lowered, resulting in a decrease in the 

concentrations of Trp and serotonin in brain (Leathwood 1987).  

Lack of tryptophan in the diet. Tryptophan (Trp) is a precursor which is metabolized into serotonin 

in the gut and brain. Tryptophan competes against the other large neutral amino acids (LNAA) and 

branched-chain-amino acids (BCAA) for entry through the blood-brain-barrier into the brain (see 

Le Floc´h et al 2011 for a review). Increase in blood Trp:LNAA ratio through additional Trp in the 

diet is thought to enhance the brain serotonin metabolism by allowing more Trp to enter the brain. 

Change in dietary Trp content has an effect on brain turnover of serotonin (Koopmans et al 2006). 

Trp-induced serotonergic activity in the brain has been connected to regulation of mood (Markus et 

al 2000, Seve et al 1991), susceptibility to stress (Markus et al 2000, Koopmans et al 2006), sleep 

(Seve et al 1991) and voluntary feed intake (Baranyiova 1991, Seve et al 1991) in pigs or humans. 

As tail biting behaviour is suggested to have its etiology in stress (Schrøder-Petersen and Simonsen 

2001, Munsterhjelm et al 2013), foraging behaviour (Beattie et al 2005) or malfunction in protein 

metabolism (Taylor et al 2010), deficiency of tryptophan is of interest when understanding tail 

biting because it is connected to all of these directly or through serotonin metabolism. Koopmans et 

al (2006) observed diets supplemented with Trp to have beneficial effects for piglets after weaning, 
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resulting in increased hypothalamic serotonergic activity, reduced salivary cortisol level, improved 

intestinal morphology and reduced physical activity (Koopmans et al 2006).  

Tryptophan is an indispensable amino acid, which means that it is not possible to synthesize from 

other amino acids. Therefore, pigs have to get the Trp needed for protein synthesis and other vital 

functions from their diet. Trp deficiency has been shown to depress feed intake of pigs 

(Montgomery et al 1978; cited in Seve et al 1991). Trp depletion after weaning (weaning causes 

social and nutritional stress to piglets) resulted in growth-retardation in pigs (Seve et al 1991). After 

a period of replenishment with adequate Trp levels, daily weight gain, feed efficiency and feed 

intake increased. The catabolism of essential amino acids, including Trp, from plasma into urea is 

more rapid in so-called “emotional” than “non-emotional” pigs (defined as behavioural reactivity 

tested in an “open-field” test described in Meunier-Salaün et al 1991), suggesting differences in 

protein and amino acid metabolism according to the behavioural type of pigs. In addition, the 

growth rate from weaning to slaughter was greater in “non-emotional” than “emotional” pigs 

deprived of Trp.  

Low-fiber diets can result in hunger, restlessness and irritability of pigs and therefore cause tail 

biting (Colyer 1970; cited in Scrøder-Petersen and Simonsen 2001). As the etiology of tail biting 

behaviour might be redirected foraging behaviour, the time spent in eating the high density diet 

used in the modern pig industry might be too low to fulfil the behavioural need to forage (van 

Putten 1978; cited in Hessel et al 2006, Whittaker et al 1999, Hessel et al 2006). The high 

competition for feed in groups of pigs is also suggested to stimulate them to eat more quickly 

(Hessel et al 2006, Persson et al 2008). Restricted feeding levels may increase aggression through 

increased activity (foraging and exploration) or frustration (Whittaker et al 1999). This is maybe 

most evident in restrict-fed pigs or pigs having many quantitatively-small meals in a day, which was 

observed to increase the sucking and nibbling behaviour towards other pigs in the pen (Van Putten 

1978; cited in Hessel et al 2006). Pigs with unsatisfied feeding motivation direct their exploration to 

pen fixtures or pen mates (Bolhuis et al 2010), possibly leading to tail biting. Dietary fermentable 

carbohydrates are suggested to overcome this problem by decreasing oral manipulation of other 

pigs (Bolhuis et al 2010). Fibrous feeds induce bulkiness in digestive tract contents and therefore 

induce a sense of satiety which decreases the motivation for appetitive foraging. 
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1.7 The problem of tail biting in connection to animal welfare 

In general, exploratory behaviour directed towards other pigs in the absence of suitable rooting, 

chewing or foraging material is accepted as a sign of reduced welfare (EFSA 2007). Tail biting 

behaviour is undesirable and causes pain and reduced welfare in the pigs that become bitten. 

Abnormal behaviour shown by the biter pigs can also reflect reduced wellbeing of these animals 

(Brunberg et al 2011). Changes in behaviour are the first to show the existence of a problem, before 

changes in production parameters or physiological measurements (Dawkins 2004). After all, 

welfare is a measure of how well an animal copes with its physical and mental environment, and 

changing behaviour is a pathway to cope with the present environment (Dawkins 2004).  

Legislation of the European Union (EU) states that “… all pigs, taking into account environment 

and stocking density, must have access to straw or other material or object suitable to satisfy those 

(behavioural) needs” (Directive 91/630/EEC). In a recent revision it is said that “pigs must have 

permanent access to a sufficient quantity of material to enable proper investigation and 

manipulation activities, such as straw, hay, wood, sawdust, mushroom compost, peat or a mixture 

of such, which does not compromise the health of the animals.” Furthermore, the EU has a stated 

objective of encouraging countries to reduce tail docking (European Commission 2013). The former 

statements offer tools to succeed in the latter one, in emphasizing the importance of meeting the 

behavioural needs of pigs in order to avoid the occurrence of harmful abnormal behaviours. 

However, although solutions that satisfy pigs´ needs for exploration, rooting and foraging are 

preferred in order to decrease the tail biting risk, they are not always practical from the farmers´ 

point of view (D´Eath et al 2014).  

In addition, pigs as production animals are considered mainly as groups – batches or pens of pigs – 

when optimizing feeding and management, and assessing the production results such as growth or 

slaughter records. Georgsson and Svendsen (2002) wisely pointed out that feeding a pen of pigs by 

targeting the average growth and feed consumption might be detrimental for some animals in the 

pen in situations where there is competition at feeders, because large pigs are able to access the 

feeders more easily at the expense of the smaller pigs. In relation to the etiology of tail biting, as 

partly due to redirected foraging behaviour, this results in the risk of having some pigs in the pens 

that are predisposed to develop tail biting as a means to search for feed. Therefore, maybe the goal 

of avoidance of unwanted behaviours like tail biting should concentrate on each individual´s risk 

characteristics expressed in the context of the larger social group. Finally, some characteristics of 

individuals susceptible to tail-biting come genetically hand-in-hand with profitable production 

goals, such as reduced back-fat thickness or increased lean tissue growth rate (Breuer et al 2005), 
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emphasizing the potential role of genetics. Ultimately, the avoidance of losses from tail biting 

damage, the acceptable level of production costs and the value of animal welfare is a tradeoff – 

hopefully for the benefit of the animal itself. 
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II AIMS OF THE STUDY 

This study aims to increase knowledge of the mechanism of onset of tail biting at both individual 

and population levels. According to the theories presented previously, tail biting behaviour, besides 

being exploration behaviour redirected towards other animals in an otherwise stimulus-poor 

environment, could be an attempt to compensate for nutrient deficiency. Such deficiency could 

result from inadequate feed intake (caused by environmental, feeding related or social risk factors), 

lack of specific nutrients (in the diet or in the body systems), or diminished absorption capacity of 

the gastrointestinal tract, leading to excessive appetitive foraging behaviour which is expressed as 

tail biting by the most vulnerable individuals. The first part of this study seeks to identify the risk 

factors for tail biting in the environment and feeding of non-docked pigs. The second part targets 

the identification of individual characteristics or susceptibilities that might connect aspects of 

physiology or neuroendocrinology to the causes and consequences of tail biting behaviour. The 

third part observes the effects of tail biting for the whole group of pigs. 

The specific aims of the study and questions (Q) to answer them are: 

What is the role of housing and nutrition at the group level for the development of tail biting?  

Q 1: Are there any particular feeding-related or environmental risk factors, or combinations of 

these, for tail biting to occur in a non-docked pig population?  (I) 

Q 2: Are there any specific ingredients or nutrients in diets for different ages of pigs that are more 

commonly used in farms having tail biting compared to farms without tail biting problems? (I) 

What characteristics do tail biting and tail bitten pigs have? 

Q 3: Do tail biter pigs have signs of undernutrition or lowered intestinal capacity to utilize feed 

nutrients which could lead to increased appetitive foraging behaviour, expressed as tail biting? (II) 

Q 4: Do tail biter pigs have signs of altered serotonin or dopamine metabolism in the brain, or 

changes in precursor levels in blood, compared to other pigs? (III) 

Q5: How does tail biting affect the victim pig? (II, III)  

Do control pigs (non-bitten and non-biting pigs) from pens with and without tail biting differ in 

their biology? 

Q6: Are there differences in physiology of control pigs living in pens with or without tail biting?  

(II) 
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III MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

3.1 Questionnaire studies (I) 

A case-control design was used to study differences in feeding, environment, management and the 

diets fed to different ages of pigs between farms reported to have more than average tail biting 

prevalence or no tail biting at all. The purpose of the study was to identify risk factors present at the 

farm, using odds ratios as the measurement of the magnitude of the risk. Two questionnaires were 

prepared: the housing questionnaire and the diet questionnaire. The study concentrated on farms 

raising non-docked pigs, geographically located all over Finland, and the results are discussed in 

comparision to previously published data from other countries in Europe which raise mainly docked 

pigs.   

 

3.1.1 Selection of case and control farms (I) 

Suitable farms were chosen from the national herd register, Sikava, managed by Animal Health 

ETT (PL 221, 60101 SEINÄJOKI). A total of 1954 farms had an average of three (min 1; max 13) 

veterinary health care inspections over the time period during which the data were collected for our 

study purposes; either from 1.5.2008 until 30.4.2009 (Y1 study) or from 1.10.2009 to 30.9.2010 

(Y2 study).  Tail biting was defined as the prevalence of pigs scored as having tail biting damage 

(TBD) during those inspections according to a five-point scale: 0= data missing, 1=none, 2= some 

TBD (1-5% of the pigs), 3= plenty (6-19% of the pigs) and 4= lots (over 20% of the pigs). TBD 

was an indicator of the overall situation of tail biting at the farm, covering all ages of pigs. We used 

an average of the yearly estimates of TBD to choose case (n = 289 invitations) and control (n = 326 

invitations) farms for our study. Each farm participated in the study only once, even if it fulfilled 

the criteria for both the years. Figure 3 presents the lower and upper limits of TBD in the farms 

selected for the study. Farms were invited by letter to join the study. None (Y2) to two (Y1) 

reminders were used. The data from answers received in both years were combined before the 

analyses.  
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Figure 3. The frequency distribution of average annual tail biting damage score (TBD) of all farms 

in the national herd register (n = 2163). Arrows point out the lower limit of TBD selected for case 

farms in year 1 and year 2, and the upper limit of TBD accepted for control farms in both the years. 

 

3.1.2 The housing questionnaire (I) 

The design of the housing questionnaire was based on published data on feeding-related risk factors 

for tail biting studied in other countries. Furthermore, the questionnaire included questions about 

previously unstudied nutritional factors and practical knowledge associated with tail biting 

behaviour. To identify any interactions of feeding-related risk factors with other risk factors, 

questions on additional environmental and management-based potential risks were also included. 

The farmers filled in a web-based questionnaire (Questback TM) or, if they requested one, a paper 

version of it. The questionnaire consisted of four categories of questions: general questions (farm-

related), environmental questions (pen environment and enrichment use), feeding-related questions 

(feeds and feeding technique) and other questions. All questions were asked separately for the piglet 

unit (pigs from birth to weaning, approx. 0-10 kg), weaner unit (pigs after weaning but before 

finishing, approx. 10-25 kg) and finishing unit (pigs from approx. 25 kg to slaughter). A list of all 

the questions is presented as Supplementary material 1 at the end of the book. 
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3.1.3 The diet questionnaire (I) 

The diet questionnaire was designed to investigate the use of different ingredients in the diets fed to 

piglets before weaning, weaners or finishing pigs in the early and late growing period. Presence or 

absence of the following ingredients was determined by allowing only an answer of either yes or 

no: barley, oats, wheat, rye, corn, other grains, soyabean, rape or turnip rape, peas, barley protein 

concentrate, whey (wet or dry), protein concentrate, limestone, feed phosphate, salt (NaCl), mineral 

supplement, vitamin supplement, amino acid supplement, or purchased compound feed (PCF). For 

PCF, identification of the manufacturer, name of the product and production period was requested.   

 

3.2 Animal studies (II, III) 

To investigate whether pigs have individual characteristics that could predispose them to tail-bite or 

get bitten, an animal study was conducted to compare several physiological characteristics between 

tail biter pigs (TB), victims of tail biting (V) and control pigs (C) which did not tail-bite or receive 

biting. Furthermore, to study the effect of living in a social environment with tail biting on the 

physiology of the pigs, control pigs from tail biting pens (Ctb) were compared to control pigs from 

pens without tail biting (Cno). After this two-step behavioural selection of experimental animals, 

the chosen pigs were euthanized and sampled to investigate animal characteristics which might 

explain causes or consequences of tail biting. These factors were:  

 Intestinal gut morphology measured at the jejunum, as this is the main site of intestinal 

absorption in pigs. Defects in morphology are therefore expected to cause lowering of the 

absorption capacity of the animal, leading to poor nutritional state and possibly increase in 

foraging behaviour (II), 

 Neurotransmitters and their metabolite levels in the brain, as tail biting behaviour might be 

associated with changes in brain serotonin or dopamine levels. This is observed with feather 

pecking in chickens, eating behaviour, aggressive behaviour, stereotypic behaviour and 

mood disorders in humans. Furthermore, changes in blood serotonin in pigs have been 

associated with tail biting,  and the brain dopamine system has been associated with the state 

of stress in pigs (III), 

 Amino acid levels in the blood, as specific amino acids may indicate nutritional status of the 

animal or protein malnutrition (II). This also indicates availability of precursors for 

neurotransmitters in the brain (III), 
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 Mineral levels in the blood, as levels of calcium, phosphorus, magnesium and salt (NaCl) 

are associated with tail biting behaviour, and some of these also to malnutrition (II). 

 

3.2.1 Farm and animals 

A commercial farm in western Finland, with in total 900 Yorkshire x Landrace x Duroc (x 

Hampshire) crossbred finishing pigs, was chosen based on its history of tail biting problems. All 

pigs were non-docked, as tail docking is not allowed in Finland. The farm had two buildings, each 

with six rooms for pigs. The pens had two different types of feeding system: either an ad libitum 

feeder with 1-2 eating places (for pens with 19 pigs), or twice-a-day trough feeding with places for 

all the pigs (for pens with 7 – 10 pigs). The farm was visited on four occasions over one year for 

behavioural observations and sampling. 

In study II, a total of 55 pigs from each of the four different behavioural categories was used, 

resulting in 16 gender- and age-matched sets. In study III, a subset of 33 pigs representing only the 

TB, V and Cno categories was used, resulting in 11 matched sets. A summary of the sets of 

experimental animals used in studies II and III is presented in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Summary of sets of pigs (TB tail biter; V victim pig, Ctb control pig in tail-biting pen, Cno 

control pig in pen without tail biting) used in studies II and III. 
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3.2.2 Behavioural observations (II, III) 

Selection of tail biting pen and control pen 

Potential tail biting pens were selected on the basis of observed biting behaviour, bitten tails or 

information from the caretaker. Potential control pens were similar in size, layout, group size, 

feeding system and age of the pigs (days on farm), and had no signs of tail biting. Both pens were 

located in the same room. They were subsequently observed for 2 * 30 min on 2 to 3 consecutive 

days, by two to three researchers. Both pens were observed simultaneously. The pens with the 

highest amount of performed and received tail biting were chosen for the study as a tail biting pens 

(PenTB). Control pens without tail biting (PenNO) were chosen using the same ethogram at the 

same time. There were 16 matching PenTB and PenNO selected for the study.   

Selection of tail biters, victim pigs and control pigs 

Pigs in PenTB and PenNO were marked with non-toxic colors and observed for a further 8 * 15 

minutes. The ethogram used comprised different types of tail biting behaviour, classified by the 

Set in publ II Trio in publ III gender 1 days on farm 2 diet 3 feeding 4 TB V Ctb Cno weight 5 
1  m 18 G meals II II II  30.0 (3.6) 
2 1 f 19 G free II, III II, III II II, III 34.3 (3.3) 
3  m 21 G free II II II  46.7 (4.5) 
4 2 m 26 G free II, III II, III   II, III 40.3 (1.5) 
5 3 f 25 G free II, III III II II, III 38.3 (2.9) 
6 4 f 26 G free II, III II, III   II, III 37.3 (2.5) 
7 5 f 74 F free II, III II, III II II, III 55.5 (5.1) 
8 6 m 75 F meals II, III II, III II II, III 75.0 (5.5) 
9 7 f 6 G meals II, III II, III  II II, III 30.3 (3.8) 

10  f 8 G free II II II II 36.8 (7.2) 
11 8 m 14 G meals II, III II, III   II, III 32.8 (1.0) 
12 9 f 13 G free II, III II, III II II, III 29.0 (4.1) 
13 10 f 35 F meals II, III II, III   II, III 55.2 (8.5) 
14 11 f 34 F meals II, III II, III   II, III 47.0 (5.9) 
15  f 35 F meals II II   II 49.5 (13.1) 
16   m 37 F free II II II II 47.5 (7.7) 

1 male (m) or female (f) 
2 from arrival on farm at appr. 10 - 12 weeks of age 
3 diet phase - either grower (G) or finisher (F) 
4 feeding method - in meals or free access feeding 
5 mean LW (sd) 
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magnitude of the reaction from the receiver, tail-in-mouth-behaviour and other abnormal behaviours 

seen in the experimental animals. In the PenTB, the pig performing most tail bites and receiving 

fewest was chosen as the tail biter (TB). The pig which had been bitten the most was chosen as the 

victim pig (V).  A pig not biting or bitten was chosen as a control pig of the tail biting pen (Ctb). 

From the PenNO, another control pig (Cno) was chosen, based on the same ethogram used, and 

neither performing nor receiving any bites. Altogether 55 pigs - 16 TB, 15 V, 10 Ctb and 14 Cno - 

were chosen as trios or quartets if suitable animals were found. Pigs were sedated (midazolam 0.5 

mg/kg LW (liveweight), butorphanol 0.2 mg/kg LW, ketamine 10 mg/kg LW), euthanized 

(pentobarbital 20 mg/kg LW) and samples were taken immediately after death. After sampling of 

brain regions and intestines, the carcasses were transported to the Department of Pathology in the 

University of Helsinki for further pathological assessments (described in Sihvo et al 2012 and 

Munsterhjelm et al 2013).  

 

3.2.3 Blood sampling and analyses (II, III) 

Blood was taken from the jugular vein, immediately before euthanasia, into heparinized and non-

heparinized tubes, centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m., 1400 g, for 10 minutes and transported in dry or 

regular ice to the laboratory. Amino acids (AA) in plasma were analyzed using an ultra performance 

liquid chromatography (UPLC) method. Minerals in serum were analyzed using colorimetric 

methods (Ca, Bauer 1981; Pi, Daly and Ertigshausen 1972), or directly by ion-selective electrodes 

(Na+, K+, Cl-; automatic chemistry analyzer). The methods for the analyses of AA and minerals in 

blood are described in detail in publication II. In the results, AA are separated into two categories 

according to the capability of pig to produce these AA by de novo synthesis (nutritionally non-

essential amino acids, NEAA; Ser, Gly, Asp, Ala, Pro, Cys, Tyr) or the need to obtain them 

externally (nutritionally essential amino acids, EAA; His, Arg, Thr, Lys, Met, Val, Ile, Leu, Phe, 

Trp). Concentrations of large neutral amino acids (LNAA; Leu, Ile, Tyr, Phe, Val) and branched-

chain amino acids (BCAA; Val, Leu, Ile) were calculated from the results, as well as the ratio of 

NEAA to EAA, and of Phe to Tyr.  

 

3.2.4 Intestinal sampling and analyses (II) 

Within 15 minutes after death, the abdominal cavity of the pig was opened and two 5 cm segments 

of jejunum were cut, longitudinal to the intestine length. Segments were cut at approximately 50 cm 
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(S50) and 100 cm (S100) past the bile duct, as the locations of proximal- and mid-jejunum, rinsed 

in buffered saline, pinned to a wooden chip and fixed in formalin. After 24 hours or more, segments 

were embedded in paraffin, stained and sectioned into slices of 4 μm each. From each slice, one to 4 

pictures were taken using a light microscope and camera. The mean villus height and crypt depth 

were measured from well-oriented villi and crypts on each slice (median number of villi 2.5 and of 

crypts 3.0 per slice) using the Cell^P software (Olympus), and the villus to crypt ratio was 

calculated. A schematic picture of the measurement places is presented in plate 1. For references on 

the methods used, see publication II. 

 

 

Plate 1. Jejunal section showing the location of the measurements of villus height (solid arrow) and 

crypt depth (dotted arrow) from the jejunal cell wall.  

 

3.2.5 Brain sampling and analyses of levels of neurotransmitters (III) 

After death, pigs were decapitated and their skulls opened. The brain was extracted and dissected. 

Left and right prefrontal cortex (PFC), hypothalamus (H), the striatum (ST) and the limbic cortex 

(LC) were isolated, weighed, frozen in liquid nitrogen, transported on dry ice and preserved at -80 

°C until analyses. 

Only the left brain areas were used for further analyses. The frozen brain areas were pulverized 

using a mortar in liquid nitrogen. For each area sample, preparation for analyses of noradrenaline 

(NA), 3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenylglycol (MOPEG), serotonin (5-HT), 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid 

(5-HIAA), dopamine (DA), homovanillic acid (HVA) and 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid 

(DOPAC) was performed according to a method described in detail in publication III. After 
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preparation, the samples were analyzed using high-pressure liquid chromatography with 

electrochemical detection. Monoamines and their metabolites were detected using an ESA 

CoulArray Electrode Array Detector with 12 channels. Levels of neurotransmitters and their 

metabolites were expressed relative to the weight of the tissue of the brain area in question, 

resulting in levels expressed as ng/g of brain tissue. 

 

3.2.6 Feeds and their analyses (II, III) 

Pigs in studies II and III were fed a home-mixed feed, which included ground barley, protein-

mineral concentrate and vegetable oil. Diets were designed to meet the nutrient and energy 

requirements recommended for finisher pigs (LUKE 2011), and this was checked by comparing the 

analyzed diets to these recommendations. In addition, levels of minerals and amino acids in the 

diets were analyzed and compared to the recommendations, as their levels in blood were tested as a 

research question. 

The grower diet was fed for 4 weeks after arrival at the farm, at approximately 10 weeks of age, and 

the finisher diet for the following weeks until slaughter, at approximately 100 kg LW. Feed samples 

were taken from freshly mixed feeds, at the time the farm was visited for sampling of pigs. A 

sample was taken for every diet fed (one sample from grower diet and two samples from finisher 

diet). Due to practical problems, feed samples from the first period of the grower diet were not 

taken (the first six sets of killed pigs). Samples were stored frozen until analyses. Parallel feed 

samples were analyzed for dry matter (DM), crude protein (CP), ash content, HCl-fat and NDF 

(neutral detergent fiber) using standard methods, and for mineral and AA concentrations as 

presented above for analyses of blood. The net energy content and amount of digestible protein 

were calculated based on the analyses, following the instructions given by the LUKE (2011) for 

calculation of feed values. Analyzed chemical composition and calculated energy content of the 

diets are presented in detail in publication II.  

 

3.3 Data management and statistical analyses (I, II, III) 

In general, all statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS 18 software, with significance levels 

of P<0.05 accepted for statistical differences and P<0.1 for tendencies. 
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3.3.1 Questionnaire data (I) 

The response rate to the housing questionnaire was 19 % in year 1 and 12 % in year 2, giving a total 

of 90 farms, from which 12 were excluded from further analyses according to exclusion criteria 

presented in detail in publication I. Response rate to the diet questionnaire was 13 %, with 50 farms 

included. The final data set consisted of case and control farms with a ratio of 38:40 for the housing 

study and 26:24 for the diet study. The questions in both studies were separated for the piglet unit, 

weaner unit and finishing unit questions; the farms in each of these classes were as follows: 46, 39 

and 61 farms in the housing study, and 24, 29 and 44 farms in the diet study, respectively. The 

outcome variable was TBD status of the farm, with one estimate for the whole farm situation 

regarding tail biting. 

The data obtained from farmers´ answers were first recoded into suitable categories with enough 

observations for statistical analyses by using a cross tabulation method. The Pearson chi-square test 

(variables with two levels), the likelihood ratio chi-square test (multilevel variables) or one-way 

Anova (continuous variables) were executed to indicate variables potentially associated with the 

risk for TBD, with a P-value of less than 0.05 taken as the threshold. This was first done in order to 

see which factors were associated with TBD, to identify the reference category, and to ensure that 

enough observations were gathered within each answer choice. The variables (potential risk factors) 

identified were then analyzed using univariate logistic regression to obtain odds ratios (OR), 

confidence intervals (CI) for OR and the model coefficient of determination by Cox and Snell´s R2 

method. SPSS 18.0 was used to carry out these analyses. Furthermore, Epi InfoTM 7.1.0.6 was used 

to explore the multicollinearity of risk factors within the finishing unit, where multiple risk factors 

seemed to have interactions. Stratification was used to observe if there were interaction effects or if 

the other variable was a confounder. Stratified ORs for each interaction were given in the results for 

the variables interacting with each other. Within the piglet unit and weaner unit, there was no need 

to study multicollinearity because only one risk factor emerged as significant. Within the diet study 

there were too few observations per interaction term to study multicollinearity further. 

 

3.3.2 Intestinal data (II) 

The intestinal data on villus height, crypt depth and villus to crypt ratio (V:C ratio) were averaged 

by intestinal segment (S50 or S100). Normality tests and test of homogeneity of variance were run, 

after which a natural logarithm transformation was applied to morphological data. Values given in 

results and tables were back-transformed. Outliers (n=4) determined from studentized residuals 
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were excluded from further analyses (not the whole pig but the individual measurement), as well as 

one pig with possible clinical disease (this animal excluded as a whole). A univariate general linear 

model (GLM) was used to analyse differences between the experimental groups for the fixed factor 

of behavioural status (TB, V, Ctb or Cno), with a random factor of feeding system (feeding in meals 

or free access feeding). Days at farm, representing the combined effect of age and diet (grower or 

finisher diet), was used as a covariate in all statistical analyses. Linear contrasts (method: 

difference) were used to explore differences between the experimental groups in different 

combinations:  

C1:  Ctb v. Cno for the effect of tail biting present in the pen 

C2: TB v. Ctb + Cno for the effect of being a biter 

C3: V v. TB + Ctb + Cno for the effect of being bitten 

C4: free access feeding v. meal feeding for the effect of feeding system 

  

3.3.3 Neurotransmitter data (III) 

Normality tests were run, in addition to visual assessment, after which Log10-transformation was 

applied to measurements of HVA and HVA:DA of the limbic cortex. Data were then analysed using 

Anova with status and gender (only for 5-HT in the limbic cortex) as fixed factors. Pair-wise 

comparisons were made if overall significance was shown. 

 

3.3.4 Blood sample data (II, III) 

In study II, the differences in blood concentration of AA and minerals were assessed using 

univariate GLM and contrasts as described for intestinal data in chapter 3.3.2. No data 

transformations were required and no outliers observed. 

In study III, the blood samples from the subset of 11 trios of pigs (n=33) were used. In addition, the 

ratio of Trp to LNAA and to BCAA were calculated from the values presented in study II. Data 

normality was checked with the Wilk-Shapiro test and visually. Univariate Anova, with status as a 

fixed factor, followed by appropriate pair-wise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections were used 

to study the differences between the experimental groups. 
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3.3.5 Correlation between brain neurotransmitters and blood AA (III) 

In order to study the ratio of precursors of neurotransmitters to neurotransmitters (Trp to serotonin 

and its metabolites, and Tyr to dopamine and its metabolites) and the consequence of possible AA 

imbalance on the availability of free Trp to pass through the blood-brain barrier (Trp to LNAA and 

Trp to BCAA), the correlations between AA and neurotransmitter levels were made using Pearson´s 

correlation coefficient. This was done both independently of, and dependent on, the behavioural 

status category.  

 

3.3.6 Conclusion of the study aims, materials and methods 

A schematic figure of the study background, research questions, hypotheses and study methods is 

presented in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Frames of the thesis. Solid arrows represent the theoretical background of nutritional and 

physiological factors connected to tail biting behaviour, foraging behaviour or stress. The dotted 

arrows represent the potential routes through which these might affect the onset of tail biting 

behaviour. Question marks illustrate study questions set to test these associations. 
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IV RESULTS 

The results presented in this chapter summarize those most important to answer the study questions 

introduced at the beginning of the thesis. The full details of all the statistical differences can be seen 

in the original papers included in this thesis.  

 

4.1 Questionnaire studies (I) 

 

4.1.1 Results from the housing study 

The information about the level of tail biting was available only at the farm level; thus each farm 

had only one value for the tail biting damage (TBD) status as either tail biting present (case) or 

absent (control) on the farm. The risk factors were analysed at production stage level (piglet, 

weaner or finishing unit), although the precise farm unit in which TBD was observed was undefined 

in the original data. 

The number of animals on the farm was considered as a general estimate of the size of the farm. An 

increasing number of adult pigs (742 ± 674 in case and 208 ± 507 in control farms, as mean ± SD) 

and of finisher pigs (693 ± 691 in case and 117 ± 225 in control farms) on the farm was associated 

with increased risk for TBD (P < 0.001 for both) in the complete data set of 78 farms. The number 

of sows was not associated with the risk for TBD in the piglet or grower units (P>0.1 for both, n = 

46 or 39, respectively). The number of finisher pigs was associated with increased risk for TBD in 

the finishing unit (729 ± 692 in case and 174 ± 268 in control farms, n = 61, P < 0.001). Odds ratios 

(OR) for the magnitude of the risk found were 1.003 (1.001 – 1.005) for number of adult pigs on 

farm, 1.006 (Cl 1.002 – 1.009) for number of finisher pigs on farm, and 1.004 (1.002 – 1.007) for 

the number of pigs in the finishing unit. This means that when the animal count increased by 1, the 

risk of TBD was increased by 1.003-, 1.006- or 1.004-fold, respectively.   

Feeding-, environment- and management-related risk factors for TBD status of the farm (case or 

control) are presented in figure 5, together with the magnitude of the risk. For all the other variables 

(there were 50 questions asked, some of these separately for each production unit), there was no 

association with TBD status (P > 0.05). For more detailed presentation of the results, see 

publication I. 
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Figure 5. Statistically significant risk factors found for tail biting damage and their magnitude of 

risk (odds ratio, OR) in different units. N = 38 / 40 for case / control farms, respectively. 

 

4.1.2 Results from the diet study 

There were three risk factors for TBD found within the diet study. Use of purchased compound feed 

(PCF), whey or wheat in the diet was observed to be associated with presence of TBD in the weaner 

unit. No further risk factors were found in the piglet or finishing unit. The magnitude of the 

observed risk factors is presented in figure 6. Odds ratio for the use of wheat could not be defined 

because it was used by all the case farms. 
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Figure 6. Statistically significant risk factors found for tail biting damage and their magnitude of 

risk (odds ratio, OR) in the weaner unit of case and control farms. Odds ratio for use of wheat could 

not be estimated because of use by all the case farms. N = 26 / 24 for case / control farms, 

respectively. 

4.1.3 Multicollinearity of the risk factors 

The risk factors relating to feeding, environment and management were highly confounded with 

each other. This is a common situation in practice, with many risk factors present at the same time 

or sequentially. Therefore, a multinomial regression model was not used, but the risk factors and 

their multicollinearity were analyzed one-by-one with stratification. The results for the effect of the 

interaction on the magnitude of the overall risk (increase or decrease in univariate risk factor OR) 

are presented in table 2.  

Table 2. Multicollinearity of finishing unit risk factors for tail biting damage in the housing study. 

In columns are the original univariate risk factors and in rows the stratified risk factors. Odds ratios 

(OR) of the univariate risk factor and the reference category (ref) are shown in light grey. Risk 

factors with no multicollinearity are shown in dark grey. An increase in the univariate OR is shown 

with ↑ and a decrease in univariate OR with ↓. Level of significance of the interaction is presented 

as *** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05, † P < 0.1 and ns P > 0.1. If the OR was impossible to 

estimate (due to insufficient observations in one or more of the stratified categories), the change is 

marked with “undefined”.  
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4.2 Animal studies (II, III) 

 

4.2.1 Behavioural analyses (II, III) 

The involvement of 55 pigs in tail biting episodes in study II is presented in table 3. The 

behavioural groups (TB, V, Ctb, Cno) statistically differed in the amount of performed and received 

tail bites. The behaviour of pigs used in publication III (n = 33) was similar to the category medians 

observed for all the pigs (n = 55), though it is not separately shown here. 

Table 3. Performed and received tail bites and mean body weight (BW) for each behavioural 

category, and statistical significance of the difference between the categories. Behavioural data are 

presented as frequency medians (min-max) from 8 * 15 minutes of behavioural observations. BW is 

presented as kg (s.e.). For more detailed analyses of behaviour see Munsterhjelm et al (2013). 

 Behavioural category Sig. 

 TB (n = 16) V (n = 15) Ctb (n = 10) Cno (n = 14)  

Performed bites 36 (8-65) 0 (0-3) 0 (0-1) 0 (0-1) P < 0.001 

Received bites 1 (0-6) 11 (1-31) 0 (0-4) 0 (0-1) P < 0.001 

BW 43.7 (3.6) 42.5 (3.0) 42.4 (4.9) 43.2 (4.1) ns 

 

4.2.2 Physiological differences observed in the jejunal structure, serum minerals, plasma amino 

acids and brain neurotransmitters between the behavioural categories for tail biting 

Within this chapter are presented the overall results of the main effects of the tail biting category on 

different physiological variables that were measured within the animal studies (II, III). The group-

wise comparisons between different behavioural categories (TB, V, Ctb and Cno) are presented in 

chapter 4.3 and specifically address the research questions that were asked.  

Intestinal morphology (II) 

Villus height, crypt depth and the ratio between these were morphometrically measured (publication 

II). Behavioural category of the pig had an effect on mid-jejunal villus height (P<0.05), but had no 

statistically significant effect on crypt depth or villus to crypt ratio (P>0.1). The effect of age was 

confounded with the effect of diet (grower or finisher), and age was set as a covariate in all the 

physiological models. Younger pigs had lower proximal jejunum villus height than older pigs 

(effect of age; B 0.007, SEM 0.002, t 4.353, P<0.001), with a tendency to further affect villus to 
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crypt ratio (B 0.007, SEM 0.004, t 1.819, P<0.1). The statistics for the effect of age on intestinal 

morphology are presented on a natural logarithm scale. Villus height and crypt depth in the 

proximal and mid-jejunum according to behavioural category and feeding phase are presented in 

figures 7 and 8, respectively. Further analyses of the differences between TB, V, Ctb and Cno pigs 

are presented in chapter 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 7. Mean (± SD) villus height and crypt depth in the proximal jejunum of pigs eating the 

grower or finisher diet, and of different behavioural categories (TB tail biter, V victim, Ctb control 

in tail biting pen, Cno control in non-tail biting pen).  
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Figure 8. Mean (± SD) villus height and crypt depth in the mid-jejunum of pigs eating the grower 

or finisher diet, and of different behavioural categories (TB tail biter, V victim, Ctb control in tail 

biting pen, Cno control in non-tail biting pen). 

 

Plasma amino acids (II) 

The following AA differed statistically between behavioural categories: Ile (P<0.05) from the EAA, 

and Ser (P<0.05), Gly (P<0.01), Asp (P<0.05), Ala (P<0.05) and Pro (P<0.05) from the NEAA. In 

addition, younger pigs had a higher concentration of Asp (B -0.105, SEM 0.032, t -3.241, P<0.01) 

and tended to have a lower concentration of His (B 0.156, SEM 0.091, t 1.706, P<0.1) and Met (B 

0.134, SEM 0.074, t 1.802, P<0.1) in plasma compared to older pigs. Further analyses of the 

differences between TB, V, Ctb and Cno pigs are presented in chapter 4.3. 

Serum minerals (II) 

Behavioural category of the pig had an effect on the blood concentrations of ionized phosphorus 

(P<0.01) and calcium (P<0.05). Younger pigs had a higher concentration of calcium (B -0.003, 

SEM 0.001, t -3.186, P<0.01), a lower concentration of sodium (B 0.033, SEM 0.014, t 2.359, 

P<0.05) and tended to have a higher concentration of phosphorus (B -0.003, SEM 0.002, t -2.011, 

P<0.1) in blood serum than older pigs. Further analyses of the differences between TB, V, Ctb and 

Cno pigs are presented in chapter 4.3. 

Neurotransmitters and their metabolites in the brain and precursors in the blood (III) 

There was no significant difference between behavioural categories in any of the neurotransmitters 

or their metabolites in hypothalamus (HT) (P>0.1 for all). In the prefrontal cortex (PFC) the 

concentration of 5-HIAA tended to differ between the categories (F = 3.1, P < 0.1). In the striatum 

(ST) there was a significant effect of behavioural phenotype on the concentration of 5-HIAA (F = 

4.8, P < 0.05), the ratio of 5-HIAA to 5-HT (F = 4.6, P < 0.02), concentration of HVA (F = 3.9, P < 

0.05) and ratio of HVA to DA (F = 5.5, P<0.01). In the limbic cortex (LC) there were only 

tendencies (P < 0.1) toward differences between the behavioural categories in 5-HIAA (F = 2.6), in 

the ratio of 5-HIAA to 5-HT (F = 2.9) and in the ratio of HVA to DA (F = 2.6). Many of these 

differences, when further tested pair-wise, showed a difference between the V pigs and C pigs, 

which are more fully described in chapter 4.3. 

There was no difference between the behavioural categories in the concentrations of AA that are 

considered as precursors of neurotransmitters (tryptophan for 5-HT and tyrosine for DA) (P > 0.1 
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for both). Furthermore, there was no effect of behavioural phenotype on the ratio of Trp to large 

neutral AA (LNAA) or branched-chain AA (BCAA), as a possible sign of reduction in the capacity 

of Trp to pass through the blood brain barrier (P > 0.1). For further details of these and other 

general results see publication III. 

 

4.3 Observed differences between the behavioural phenotypes to answer the specific study 

questions 

 

4.3.1 “What characteristics do tail biting pigs have?” 

To be able to answer the question of why some pigs bite and some do not, we compared the 

physiology of tail biter pigs (TB) to the physiology of both groups of control pigs (Ctb and Cno) by 

using contrast coefficients, or through pair-wise comparisons in the case of brain neurotransmitters. 

The observed differences in intestinal morphology, blood AA and mineral concentrations, and brain 

concentrations of neurotransmitters and their metabolites are given in figure 9. 

All the observed correlations were found in monoamines in PFC and AA in blood in TB pigs. There 

was a positive correlation of 5-HT to the ratios of Trp:BCAA (rρ=0.758, P < 0.01) and Trp:LNAA 

(rρ=0.823, P < 0.01), as well as 5-HIAA to these (rρ=0.569, P<0.1 and rρ=0.719, P<0.05) in TB pigs. 

The concentration of 5-HT tended to correlate with the concentration of Trp in blood (rρ = 0.528, P 

< 0.1). The 5HIAA:5-HT ratio tended to correlate negatively with Trp:BCAA (rρ=-0.568 P < 0.1). 
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Figure 9. The comparison of tail biters (TB; black bar) to control pigs (Ctb and Cno, or in 5-HIAA 

only Cno; all gray bars). Only significant differences in the concentrations of amino acids (mol) and 

minerals (mol) in blood, and neurotransmitters (ng/g) in the brain are shown. Values are given as 

means with the following deviations: His (rmse 13.8), K (rmse1.07), 5-HIAA (stdev 1.53 and 1.05 

in TB and Cno, respectively). 

 

4.3.2 “What characteristics do tail bitten pigs have?“ 

To test whether there were specific signs in the physiology of some pigs that might have 

predisposed them to become victims of tail biting, or be a consequence of it, we compared bitten 

pigs (V) to all other pigs (TB + Vtb + Cno) by using contrast coefficients. The significant 

differences in blood concentrations of AA or minerals and intestinal morphology are presented in 

figure 10. In addition, the observed differences in brain concentrations of neurotransmitters between 

V and Cno pigs according to pairwise comparisons are presented in figure 11. 
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Figure 10. Blood AA, minerals and ratios between the AA which were observed to differ 

significantly between bitten pigs (black bar) and all the other pigs (all grey bars). This comparison 

was done using contrast coefficients (V vs. TB+Ctb+Cno). Values are given as means with the 

following root-mean-square errors: Ile (24.3), Ser (24.3), Gly (154.6), Ala (161.0), Pro (83.2), 

NEAA (364.1), NEAA:EAA (0.3), Phe:Tyr (0.2), BCAA (100.6) and P (0.24). 
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 b   c   

Figure 11 a - c. Statistically significant differences observed between bitten pigs (V) and control 

pigs (Cno) in (a) ratios of HVA : DA in the limbic cortex (LC), 5-HIAA : 5-HT in striatum (ST) 

and HVA : DA in ST, (b) concentration of 5-HIAA in ST, and (c) concentration of HVA in ST.  

Values are given as means ± standard deviation. 

 

4.3.3 “Do control pigs (non-bitten and non-biting pigs) from pens with and without tail biting differ 

in their biology?” 

To compare the physiological characteristics of pigs living in an environment with presence or 

absence of tail biting, contrast tests were used to compare Ctb and Cno pigs. The observed 

statistically significant differences in measurements of intestinal morphology, blood AA and 

mineral concentrations, and brain concentrations of neurotransmitters and their metabolites are 

shown in figure 12.   
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Figure 12. The effect of pen environment, with tail biting (black bars) or without tail-biting (gray 

bars), on the amino acid and mineral concentration in blood and jejunal morphology of control pigs 

in a tail biting pen (Ctb) and pigs in a non-tail biting pen (Cno). Concentrations are expressed as 

mol or mol:mol, and villus height as μm in proximal (S50) or mid-jejunum (S100). Values are given 

as means with the following root-mean-square errors: Arg (36.5), Gly (154.6), Asp (4.9), Ala 

(161.0), Pro (83.2), Cys (9.8), NEAA (364.1), Phe:Tyr (0.2), P (0.24), Ca  (0.13), villus height S50 

(1.3) and villus height S100 (1.3). 
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V DISCUSSION 

The most important results found in this study and their effects on tail biting behaviour are 

schematically presented in figure 13, and discussed in the following sections. 

 

5.1 What is the role of housing and nutrition at the group level for the development of tail biting?  

 

5.1.1 Are there any particular feeding-related or environmental risk factors, or combinations of 

these, for tail biting in a non-docked pig population? (I) 

We investigated if there were published or previously unidentified feeding- or nutrition-related risk 

factors for tail biting damage (TBD) in the undocked pig population in Finland, in addition to some 

known housing-related risk factors that might be confounded or interact with these. We further 

wanted to see if the risk factors relating to environment, feeding or management are similar between 

undocked and docked pig populations, by discussing the results from our study with long-tailed pigs 

in comparison to the results from tail-docked pigs in other European and Nordic countries.  

The risk factors that we found were partly similar to those reported in earlier published 

epidemiological studies, both with long-tailed and tail-docked pig populations from different 

countries (Chambers et al 1995, Hunter et al 2001, Moinard et al 2003, Smulders et al 2008, Temple 

et al 2012). The risk factors associated with the environment had the highest odds ratios, as an 

indication of higher relative importance when trying to minimize the risk for TBD, than the risk 

factors from feeding or management. The most significant risk factors, by the magnitude of the risk 

(from highest to lowest OR), were presence of slatted floors, absence of bedding material, use of 

liquid feeding, more than two meals a day but without feed present all the time, 10 or more pigs in 

the pen, and having only finisher pigs on the farm.  

The total number of pigs on the farm, as a practical measurement of the farm size, was connected to 

increased risk for TBD. This was also observed by Moinard et al (2003). The source of the risk 

might have been more associated to the number of finishing pigs on farm, because finishers usually 

have a higher prevalence of tail biting compared to younger pigs. 

Presence, or area, of slatted flooring was found in many earlier studies to increase the risk for tail 

biting (Chambers et al 1995, Moinard et al 2003, Smulders et al 2008), although this might be 

confounded with the higher risk resulting from the absence of straw or other manipulable materials 
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in systems with slatted floors (Hunter et al 2001, Moinard et al 2003). We found the absence of 

bedding material in the finishing unit to increase the risk for TBD, corresponding well to previous 

studies (Beattie et al 1995; Hunter et al 2001; Moinard et al 2003). In an environment with slatted 

floors, lack of a sufficient amount of chewing material is common and pigs cannot fulfil their need 

to forage and explore, leading them to redirect their appetitive and exploratory behaviours from the 

ground to other animals (Averos et al 2010). This attentional shift increases the risk for two-stage 

tail biting behaviour (Taylor et al 2010). Slatted floors, and the proportion of the floor area which 

was slatted, were the only risk factors observed in all ages of pigs to affect the risk for TBD. The 

rest of the significant risk factors were found from the finishing unit only, but this might be 

influenced by the fact that more questions were asked about the finishing unit than the piglet or 

weaner units. 

The number of pigs per pen, observed in this study to increase the risk for TBD, is not mentioned in 

literature. However, although the stocking density was not calculated in this study but found as a 

possible risk for tail biting in other studies (Moinard et al 2003, Temple et al 2012), the increasing 

number of pigs in one pen might result in the same kind of predisposing factor for tail biting as high 

stocking density or limited feeding space (Hunter et al 2001, Smulders et al 2008).  

Use of liquid feeding has been observed both to cause (Hunter et al 2001, Moinard et al 2003, 

Temple et al 2012) and to protect from (Smulders et al 2008) tail biting, but in the study of Temple 

et al (2012) the risk caused by liquid feeding might have been further confounded with the lower 

accessibility of feed resources and many time-restricted meals. Liquid feeding enables the use of 

various industrial by-products, and has been associated with better growth, nutrient utilization and 

gastrointestinal tract health (Scholten et al 1999), but also to increased risk of tail biting (Bracke et 

al 2004, Temple et al 2012). The use of liquid feeding is more common in Finland than in many 

other European countries (60 % of farms, EFSA 2006) and therefore it might be an important 

source of tail biting in practice in Finland compared to other counties. 

Increasing the number of meals is connected to increased competition at the feeder, angonistic 

behaviour, increased skin lesions (Hessel et al 2006) and tail biting (Temple et al 2012). As some 

types of tail biting have their origin in competition for feed or substrates (Taylor et al 2010), this 

strengthens our conclusion on the positive correlation of several feeding times with increased 

competition for feed and risk for tail biting. Feeding in few, but larger, meals has been shown to be 

detrimental for feed conversion ratio and body protein deposition (see Botermans and Svendsen 

2000 for a review of the literature), whereas feeding to appetite decreases lean tissue percentage in 
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the carcass (Ramaekers et al 1999), and therefore division of the daily ration of feed into many 

meals is widely preferred in comparison to fewer meals or ad libitum feeding. Persson et al (2008) 

found feeding nine times daily with liquid feed to slow the growth of pigs and to result in more 

gastric lesions compared to three meals. This was explained by more numerous competitive 

situations at the feeder, but can also be associated with experience of stress caused by lack of 

satiety. 

The two feeding-related risk factors observed in the finisher unit, liquid feeding and more than two 

meals offered daily, may have a common mechanistic background in predisposing pigs to tail biting 

behavior: the lack of satiety. The absence of feelings of satiety may increase foraging behavior 

(Bolhuis et al 2010), and therefore predispose to tail biting behaviour. In liquid feeding, the greater 

proportion of water to dry matter and less-fibrous ingredients can create the feeling of fullness at 

first, but lower satiety after some hours. Decreased dry matter content of feed has been shown to 

result in more restlessness and aggressive behaviour (Bolhuis et al 2010). Meal feeding, in which 

the daily ration of feed is divided into several small portions that might be restricted both in time 

and amount, can cause pigs to stay hungry after a meal and between the meals. When these two risk 

factors (liquid feeding and several meals) were examined together using stratification, it showed 

that the risk for TBD caused by having many small meals was further increased when using liquid 

feeding at the same time, but with dry feeding the risk caused by many meals decreased. 

Due to the case-control setup of our study, we cannot determine if the risk factors affect the exact 

prevalence, or seriousness, of tail biting. Our results nevertheless indicate the probability to avoid 

TBD by choosing the options with no risk in practice. Our study further revealed many interactions 

between the observed risk factors, a result which is supported by the theory of the multifactorial 

origin of tail biting (Moinard et al 2003) and makes the avoidance and control of the problem very 

difficult in farm environments. Our study material was relatively limited, with only 78 farms 

included, and the questions concerning feeding and nutrition were quite detailed, increasing the 

dispersion of the answers (all questions were not relevant to all farms), which may have hidden 

some risk factors possible to see from a larger dataset.  

The decision not to use multivariate regression model seems to be clearly justified, because of the 

small sample size and source of the data, in order to avoid possible uncertain or questionable 

conclusions. Even if the data showed many interactions between the individual risk factors, the 

change in the magnitude of the risk of the interacting or confounding risk factors were therefore not 

further calculated statistically, but only discussed in the text. In farm environments, there are many 
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different types of practical solutions simultaneously. Therefore, we asked farmers to choose the 

most suitable answer based on the situation that was most common at their farm. This can create a 

source of error in small scale questionnaire studies of this kind, were the farms were never visited 

personally by the researchers.  

 

5.1.2 Are there any specific ingredients or nutrients in diets for different ages of pigs that are more 

commonly used in farms having tail biting compared to farms without tail biting problems? (I) 

In this study, diets fed to different age of pigs were compared across 50 farms. The aim was to 

determine whether any product was more commonly used or omitted from the feed formulations in 

farms with more than average, or without any, recorded tail biting. It was theorized that pigs that 

tail-bite might have a nutritional deficiency, causing increased need to forage for those nutrients, 

which might be expressed as tail biting behaviour. This was based on the hypothesis that one type 

of tail biting might be redirected foraging behaviour (Wood-Gush and Vestergaard 1989, Taylor et 

al 2010).  

According to our results, use of purchased compound feeds (PCF), wet or dry whey, or wheat in 

diets for the weaner pigs increased the risk for TBD.  Liquid whey in liquid feed has previously 

been reported as a risk factor for tail biting (Holmgren and Lundeheim 2004), possibly due to its 

varying content of salt and potassium, although in our study the whey was usually included as dry 

whey powder. PCF for weaner pigs usually include wheat as it is of high nutritional value, high 

digestibility and low fiber content, and dry whey powder as a source of protein suitable for the 

transition stage from sows´ milk to vegetable protein sources. Therefore, all the observed risk 

factors might be interconnected (Figure 14). There has been no previous report of PCF or wheat as 

factors inducing tail biting, but pelleted feeds have been connected to increased risk for tail biting 

(Hunter et al 2001) and PCF are usually pelleted. The association of PCF and TBD needs further 

research in order to investigate the specific factor in PCF that increases the risk of tail biting. 

 

PCF

pellets

wheat or 
whey
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Figure 14. The interconnected nature of dietary risk factors for tail biting damage (TBD). PCF= 

purchased compound feed. 

 

In the light of the interconnected risk factors found, the similarities in the risk factors for tail biting 

and gastric ulceration can be further discussed. Gastrointestinal discomfort has been suggested as 

one possible predisposing factor for tail biting behavior (Taylor et al 2010). Both pelleted feed and 

wheat increase the prevalence of gastric ulcers in pigs (Nielsen and Ingvartssen 2000a; b, Robertson 

et al 2002, Amory et al 2006). Both grinding of wheat into small particle size before pelleting and 

use of wheat as a cereal source per se are associated with gastric ulceration in pigs (Nielsen and 

Ingvartssen 2000a; b). The association between tail biting and gastric lesions needs further 

investigation. Both have been temporally connected to the intensification of pig production - in the 

1950´s for gastric lesions (Kowalczyk 1969; cited in Amory et al 2006) and more recently in the 

1960´s for tail biting (Schrøder-Petersen and Simonsen 2001). In addition, both the problems are 

believed to develop under stressful conditions and those stressors presented as risk factors for tail 

biting are much like the stressors inducing gastric lesions (slatted floor, un-enriched environment, 

social stress, high stocking density) (Amory et al 2006, Swaby and Gregory 2012). Gastric lesions 

are associated with lower daily weight gain (Elbers et al 1995) and might therefore be a 

predisposing factor for tail biting, as tail biters are sometimes described as lightweight and thin pigs 

(Edwards 2006). Fasting for feed increases the prevalence of gastric ulceration (Lawrence et al 

1998) and, in this thesis, malnutrition is suggested as a possible reason for increasing foraging 

behaviour and consequent tail biting behaviour. 

Our results revealed only one specific feedstuff – whey - that has also been previously mentioned in 

the context of tail biting. However, information on the concentration of individual nutrients or 

ingredients in the diets was not requested from the farmers, but only whether or not they were 

included. Therefore, we cannot exclude that, although a nutrient was present in the diet, a 

deficiency might still have developed if a too small amount was fed to the pigs. 

The dietary deficiencies in one stage of life may result the start of tail biting behaviour at another 

stage of life too, earlier or later. Pigs are capable of foraging for precise nutrients of which they are 

experiencing shortage of (Kyriazakis et al 1991; 1999), and therefore they may try to forage for 

deficient nutrients later in life, as possibly observed by a sudden increase in tail biting incidents 

after changes in diet (Day et al 2002). Furthermore, pigs are able of making compensatory growth 

responses after a period of malnutrition caused by nutrient restricted diet or reduced feed intake 
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(Zimmerman and Khajarern 1973). The compensational effect might be mediated through increased 

feed intake (Ratcliffe and Fowler 1980), tough increase in foraging behaviour, or through changes 

in metabolism resulting in enhanced feed energy or lysine utilization (Zimmerman and Khajarern 

1973). This may partly explain why our risk factors were found specifically in the grower stage 

(after weaning but before finishing), although the original estimation of the prevalence of tail biting 

on the farm included pigs in all the production stages. 

 

5.2 What characteristics do tail biting and tail bitten pigs have?  

Because the sampling was done only at the time of the tail biting incidents, behavioural 

observations starting when tail biting was first time noticed in the pens, the causes and 

consequences of tail biting are difficult to separate from each other. The results illustrate differences 

between the behavioural phenotypes of pigs at the time of tail biting. Individual characteristics that 

were found, and that are discussed below, could have predisposed the animals to become a tail biter 

or a tail bitten pig, but could also have been outcomes of the behavior. 

 

5.2.1 Do tail biter pigs have signs of undernutrition, or lowered intestinal capacity to utilize feed 

nutrients, which could lead to increased appetitive foraging behaviour, expressed as tail biting? (II) 

To answer the question “Do tail biting pigs have lowered intestinal capacity to utilize feed 

nutrients”, jejunal villus morphology (villus height, crypt depth, villus to crypt ratio) was studied in 

the proximal and mid-jejunal regions. Furthermore, to answer the question “Do tail biter pigs have 

signs of undernutrition or lack of specific nutrients in the blood”, blood levels of nutrients were 

measured, as reduced intestinal surface resulting from malnutrition can lead to overall reduction in 

the absorption of nutrients (Ferraris and Carey 2000). It was hypothesized that tail biting could be a 

consequence of an increase in appetitive foraging behaviour, resulting from malnutrition, dietary 

deficiencies or defects in gastrointestinal functioning, expressed as tail biting in an environment 

where there is limited access to feed or manipulable materials to nose, lick, chew, bite or eat. 

Based on the morphological measurements, tail biters did not seem to have a lowered intestinal 

capacity because there was no reduction in villus height or difference in crypt depth of tail biters 

compared to control pigs. Furthermore, tail biters did not have indications of growth retardation on 

the basis of body weight (results presented in Munsterhjelm et al 2013b). In a situation where there 

is a chronic calorie restriction it is assumed that body weight will decrease, even when there are 
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only modest effects on intestinal surface (Ferraris and Carey 2000). Furthermore, there was no 

evidence of undernutrition or deficiency of vital nutrients needed for maintenance or growth in the 

blood of tail biters.  

Tail biters´ impaired intestinal capacity, poor nutritional state or lack of nutrients might not have led 

to an increase in foraging behaviour, expressed as tail biting behaviour, as was hypothesized. 

According to Taylor et al (2010), and the generally accepted multifactorial origin of tail biting 

behaviour, type of tail biting, and therefore motivational causes for it, may differ. The type of tail 

biting in our study might not have been “sudden-forceful” or “obsessive” – the types most clearly 

linked to competition for feed or nutritional deficits resulting in changes in intestinal surface or 

nutritional state of the animal. Because of the impossibility to measure individual feed intake of the 

pigs in this study, there is a need for further studies to confirm the conclusions. 

 

5.2.2 Do tail biter pigs have signs of altered serotonin or dopamine metabolism in the brain, or 

changes in precursor levels in blood, compared to other pigs? (III) 

The aim of this study was to explore possible links between tail biting behaviour and brain 

monoamines and their metabolites. The precursors in blood, as well as their availability to pass 

across the blood-brain barrier, were also studied. These were hypothesized to differ between tail 

biters and control pigs (from non-tail biting pens) as monoamine pathways have previously been 

found to be associated with tail biting in pigs (Ursinus et al 2014), feather-pecking in chickens 

(Kops et al 2013) and to change between pigs with different stress-susceptibility (Adeola et al 

1993). 

We found a higher level of 5-HIAA, a serotonin metabolite, in the prefrontal cortex of tail biters 

compared to controls. This indicates escalated metabolism of serotonin. We also found positive 

correlations between the availability of Trp for transfer into the brain (measured as the ratios of 

Trp:BCAA and Trp:LNAA in blood) to the concentration of 5-HT and 5-HIAA in PFC,  suggesting 

an interconnection between the use and demand for Trp and escalated serotonergic functioning. 

Because the concentration of Trp in blood tended to correlate with the level of serotonin in the 

brain, it can be suggested that any defects in the availability of Trp in blood could negatively affect 

serotonin metabolism in the brain, although only less than 1 % of ingested Trp is estimated to be 

used for serotonin synthesis (Wolf 1974; cited in Le Floc´h et al 2011). Imbalance in Trp:LNAA, 

both in feed and in plasma, is observed to correlate to hypothalamic serotonin concentration in pigs 

fed a diet containing a suboptimal level of tryptophan (Henry et al 1992). Enhanced tryptophan 
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availability through dietary modification may also lead to lowered stress response of the HPA axis 

(Koopmans et al 2005). As the correlations we found between tryptophan in the blood and 

monoamines in the brain were evident only in tail biter pigs, the availability of tryptophan might be 

linked to stress susceptibility and tail biting behaviour of some individuals. 

Deficiency of tryptophan, as a limiting indispensable amino acid for growth, reduces growth rate in 

pigs (LeFloh et al 2011). This is mediated by a reduction of appetite and feed intake, especially in 

relation to increased dietary protein content (Henry et al 1992, Eder et al 2001; cited in Le Floc´h et 

al 2011). The sufficiency of dietary tryptophan at any specific stage of growth might be questioned 

in conditions where there is increased usage of it for enhanced serotonin synthesis. However, in 

some other studies supplemental tryptophan from the diet has been shown to adversely decrease 

feed intake (Li et al 2006) or lower the villus to crypt ratio in jejunum (Koopmans et al 2006). In 

relation to the findings in chapter 5.2.1, we observed differences in blood tryptophan ratios to 

LNAA or BCAA and in brain serotonin metabolism of tail biters, but no differences in intestinal 

morphology or body weight. 

This study was not designed to differentiate between changes happening before, during or resulting 

from the biting behaviour, and therefore does not unequivocally answer if the observed differences 

could be individual susceptibilities or predisposing factors for some pigs to start to tail-bite, or be a 

consequence of the expression of the behaviour. Our findings in the specific region of prefrontal 

cortex may, though, indicate an effect of longer term exposure to a state of stress which might have 

resulted in changes in this brain area that regulates higher level cognitive functions like memory, 

decision making or action planning (Vilkki and Laine 1993). 

 

5.2.3 How does tail biting affect the victim pig? (II, III)  

What characterizes victim pigs, how biting affects their physiology and how an environment with 

tail biting affects them, was investigated using various measurements in gut, brain and blood. Brain 

neurotransmitters and their metabolites in victim pigs were compared to pigs in pens without tail 

biting present (an effect of being bitten or an effect of the biting pen), whereas jejunal surface 

structure and nutritional blood values were compared to all other pigs (an effect of becoming or 

being bitten). 

Becoming bitten was associated with several changes in the levels of individual, as well as the 

whole group of, NEAA. The increase in Phe to Tyr ratio in blood might be a consequence of net 
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protein catabolism in the peripheral tissues (Wannemacher 1977), which in turn may increase the 

level of circulating AA in blood. Munsterhjelm et al (2013b) observed the same victim pigs to have 

tail and respiratory organ lesions and differences in blood attributes suggesting bacterial infections, 

indicating them to be less healthy than pigs from other behavioural categories. Inflammatory 

challenge affects amino acid metabolism (Le Floc´h et al 2011). The acute phase reaction, 

established in pigs after being bitten (Heinonen et al 2010), includes synthesis of acute phase 

proteins which are tied to AA metabolism. It is possible that being sick might originally predispose 

the victim pigs to be bitten, as suggested by Moinard et al (2003), but the observed changes in 

blood AA can also result from having been wounded in the tail. Our study cannot differentiate 

between changes which were present before and after tail biting, since these pigs were sampled only 

after tail biting had occurred for the first time. 

Our results did not show any defects in the intestinal morphology of the bitten pigs, indicating no 

long-term decrease in feed intake, although Munsterhjelm et al (2013a) observed decreased blood 

alkaline phosphatase activity in the same pigs, which may result from suppressed voluntary feed 

intake. Viitasaari et al (2015) and Munsterhjelm et al (2015) have noticed a reduction in feed intake 

after being bitten, but the time line in this study (the pigs were killed and sampled 2-4 days after 

first signs of tail biting) might have been too short to show any effects of this kind of change in 

feeding behavior on intestinal structure. Our suggestion, based on jejunal morphology, is that the 

victim pigs continued to try to approach the feeder and eat, which might have predisposed them to 

be bitten. 

We found differences in neurotransmitter concentrations in the striatum and limbic cortex of the 

victim pigs compared to control pigs in pens without tail biting. The turn-over of serotonin and 

dopamine seemed to be escalated, resulting in higher levels of metabolites (HVA and 5-HIAA) in 

relation to neurotransmitters in victim pigs compared to control pigs. These differences were most 

likely associated with the ongoing stress the victims were experiencing by living in a tail-biting 

environment or being bitten, since the pathological examination showed only fresh tail wounds, and 

victim pigs had physiological signs of a state of stress (reported in Munsterhjelm et al 2013a).  
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5.3 Do control pigs (non-bitten and non-biting pigs) from pens with and without tail biting differ in 

their biology? 

 

5.3.1 Are there differences in physiology of control pigs living in pens with or without tail biting? 

(II, III) 

Control pigs in tail biting pens 

To study if living in a pen with tail biting has an effect on the physiology of pigs, control pigs from 

tail biting pens (Ctb) and non-tail biting pens (Cno) were compared. These pigs were not 

participants in tail biting incidents, either as biters or bitten pigs, but lived under the same physical 

and social environmental conditions. Villus height was decreased in control pigs in tail biting pens 

compared to control pigs in non-tail biting pens. Furthermore, the blood concentrations of 

phosphorus, calcium and many non-essential amino acids were decreased. These are all effects of 

malnutrition or decreased feed intake. The findings may suggest an effect of being in a tail biting 

pen on the voluntary feed intake of control pigs, which were not participating in the tail biting 

incidents per se but might have changed their feeding behaviour because of tail biting present in the 

pen.  It is speculated that, by reducing activity and therefore not approaching the feeder, the pigs 

may try to avoid becoming bitten but experience a short-term undernutrition resulting from 

depressed feed intake. Palander et al (2012) reported that 52 % of tail biting happened within a 

diameter of 1 m from the single-space feeder in pens with total size of 15 m2, which suggest that the 

feeding situation exposes pigs to become bitten and therefore results in pigs avoiding this. A 

chronic state of malnutrition, however, would be expected to reduce the body weight (Ferraris and 

Carey 2000). There was no difference in body weight between the different behavioural categories, 

but this might be because the change in feeding behavior was acute (the pigs were sampled at the 

time tail biting first started in pens) and the reduction in feed intake so recent that body weight was 

not affected. Changes in both body weight and intestinal surface relate more to a short-term state of 

fasting than to calorie restriction using balanced diets (Ferraris and Carey 2000).  

Pen physical and social environment with and without tail biting 

We noticed no differences in jejunal morphology between pigs of different behavioural categories 

in tail biting pens (TB, V, Ctb). However, we observed a reduced villus height in control pigs from 

tail biting pens compared to pens without tail biting (Ctb vs Cno), suggesting a possible difference 

in feed intake. Unfortunately, the differences in intestinal structure or feeding behaviour between all 
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pigs in tail biting pens and pigs in control pens (PenTB vs PenNO) were not statistically tested. It is 

possible, that the start of tail biting changes the general behaviour of all pigs living in a social 

environment with tail biting, including the feeding behavior. Reduced feeder visits of pigs in tail 

biting pens, and increased foraging behaviour away from the feeder, have been observed even 

several weeks before the start of tail biting (Wallenbeck et al 2010, Wallenbeck and Keeling 2013). 

A chronic state of malnutrition is expected to increase foraging behavior (Day et al 1995) and 

therefore may predispose susceptible individuals to tail bite if the possibility to feed is restricted for 

the whole pen of pigs. From an animal welfare point of view, even short-term undernutrition might 

lower the welfare of the pigs in pens with tail biting present. As a further sign of reduced welfare, 

Munsterhjelm et al (2013a; b) observed, in another part of this study involving the same pigs, that 

living in a tail biting environment was associated with differences in health, since control pigs in a 

tail biting pen had more pathological signs than control pigs living in a pen without tail biting. 
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Figure 13. Schematic presentation of the most important results found in this study and their 

connections to tail biting behaviour. The numbers above the black dotted lines refer to the following 

findings: (1) There was no evidence of deficiencies in the intestinal morphology, or changes in the 

concentrations of nutritional blood parameters, that would support the theory of increased foraging 

behaviour caused by decreased feed intake or poor nutritional state of tail biter pigs. (2) Victim pigs 

showed evidence of protein catabolism of peripheral tissues and possible increased need of amino 

acids for formation of acute phase proteins after injury, which can lead to increased need of specific 

nutrients from the diet. (3a, b) Tail biter pigs had signs of escalated serotonin metabolism in the 

prefrontal cortex, which correlated positively to the availability of precursor tryptophan in the 

blood. This might indicate both a chronic state of stress of the biters (3a) and a higher demand for 

tryptophan from the diet, possibly increasing the foraging behaviour towards amino acids or 

tryptophan (3b). (4) Tail bitten pigs had escalated serotonin and dopamine turn-over in the limbic 

cortex and striatum. Taken together with evidence of fresh bites in the tails, victim pigs were 

believed to suffer from fairly acute stress. (5) Control pigs in the pen with tail biting incidents are 

suggested to have decreased feed intake, evidenced by the reduction of intestinal villus height and 

changes in nutritional blood parameters, possibly as a consequence of avoiding the feeding situation 

when the tail is exposed to other pigs to bite – and therefore staying non-bitten (as controls). This 

can further lead to deficits in the nutritional state (5a) and experience of stress (5b). (6) The 

observed risk factors for tail biting damage in diets of the grower stage pigs (use of purchased 

compound feed, wheat or whey) suggest similarities between the etiology of tail biting behaviour 

and gastric ulceration, which could be a further source of stress in pigs in intensive production. (7) 

We identified feeding, environment and management related risk factors that were connected to 

farm size, competition for feed and exploration materials, and possible feeding-related technical 

choices that may decrease satiety of pigs, resulting in increased foraging behaviour (7a), as well as 

overall stress (7b). (8) We found evidence of increased need for tryptophan due to enhanced 

serotonin synthesis in tail biting pigs, and evidence of decreased satiety and background-evidence 

for increased competition for feed in farms having a lot of tail biting damage, possibly resulting in 

increased motivation for foraging which might redirect to tails. (9) Changes in the serotonin 

metabolism of tail biters may have affected their predisposition to start biting. (10) Signs of a state 

of stress were found in all the biters, victims and control pigs. Increased experience of stress may 

start or escalate the tail biting behaviour. 
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VI CONCLUSIONS AND ANIMAL WELFARE CONSIDERATIONS 

 

What is the role of housing and nutrition at the group level for the development of tail biting? 

In farms conditions, many risk factors for tail biting are present at the same time. We found 

evidence that the environmental-, feeding- and management-related risk factors interact with each 

other in multiple ways. The environmental risk factors seem to result in a higher magnitude of risk 

than the feeding-related factors. Both the etiologies of tail biting which originate from exploratory 

and foraging behavior can be supported by the risk factors found here, supporting the theory of a 

multifactorial origin of tail biting. More detailed analyses of these two and three dimensional 

interactions will need a larger study population in future research. The risk factors determined from 

the undocked pigs observed in our study seem to be similar to risk factors previously observed in 

tail docked pigs. 

The association of tail biting and the feeling of hunger needs more research. The feeding-related 

risk factors found in this study suggest the possibility of decreased satiety, increasing the motivation 

for appetitive foraging and competition for feed, which can elevate the risk of the onset of tail biting 

behaviour. The risk factors for tail biting observed in this study and those for gastric ulceration 

seem similar, a finding that needs more attention in future studies. 

 

What characteristics do tail biting and tail bitten pigs have? 

We found no evidence of lowered intestinal capacity or undernutrition in tail biter pigs and there 

was no difference in their body weight compared to other pigs at the time of biting. We further 

observed no obvious lack of any specific nutrient that could have led to increased foraging 

behaviour expressed as tail biting by these pigs. 

We found tail biter pigs to have a higher concentration of 5-HIAA : 5-HT in the prefrontal cortex 

than control pigs, suggesting enhanced serotonin turn-over associated with tail biting behaviour. We 

also found a correlation of serotonin concentration in PFC and the precursor tryptophan in blood. It 

seems that enhanced serotonin turn-over in the brain is connected with the higher demand for free 

Trp to cross the blood-brain barrier. The availability of tryptophan might be linked to stress 

susceptibility and tail biting behaviour of some individuals. Experience of a state of stress may 

provide the best explanation of our findings from the tail biter pigs. 
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We found evidence that victim pigs have escalated serotonin and dopamine turn-over in the striatum 

and limbic cortex, measured as a higher concentration of metabolites (HVA and 5-HIAA) compared 

to control pigs. Experience of acute stress is suggested to explain these findings, although it cannot 

be concluded whether the changes have happened as a cause of becoming, or as a consequence of 

being, bitten. There was evidence of a decreased concentration of NEAA, NEAA : EAA ratio and 

an increase in Phe : Tyr ratio, possibly as a sign of protein catabolism of peripheral tissues to 

provide amino acids for formation of acute phase proteins after tail biting injury. We found no 

evidence that victim pigs were malnourished. 

 

Do control pigs (non-bitten and non-biting pigs) from pens with and without tail biting differ in 

their biology? 

We suggest that the pigs that do not bite or get bitten (controls), but live in a pen where tail biting is 

present, have evidence of malnutrition. There was evidence that controls have lowered villus height 

in the jejunum, and lower levels of LNAA, Ca and P in blood, which are possible indicators of 

short-term fasting and could have resulted in malnutrition. Malnutrition may be associated with 

different feeding behaviour of these pigs caused by avoidance of tail biting in the pen.  
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Category Question

primary sub piglet grower finishing Choice A Choice B Choice C Choice D Choice E

General x your gender male female

x contact details

x Your main production type? piglet production finisher production from birth to slaughter other

x Number of pigs at farm (piglets, sows, growers, finishers, others)? (open question)

x Number of separate buildings / unit / rooms at farm piggery? (open question)

x Breed of the pigs? landrace 2- way crossbred 3-way crossbred other

x Do you analyze your own feed ingredients (raw materials; cereals etc)? YES NO We don´t use farm feeds at all

x How often do you analyze  them? with every new raw material used yearly (from every harvest) not that often we don´t analyze our raw materials We don´t use our own raw materials

x Who makes feeding recipes for the farm? farmer feeding company farmer and feeding company together advisor someone else

x Has there been any frequent sickness with your pigs during years 2009-2010 / 2010-2011?
 8

YES NO

Environme x x x x Are there slatted floors? YES NO

x x x x How large is the slatted area? less than 50% 50 % more than 50% 100%

x x What is the weaning age of piglets? early; 7-20 d normal; 21-35 d late; over 36 d

x x Do you remove the sow or the piglets at the time of weaning? sow piglets both

x x x Are there pigs of both sex in a pen? YES NO BOTH

x x x Number of animals in a pen most often? less than 10 10 to 19 20 or more all choices equally

x x How many pigs per drinking place (nipples)? from 1 to 5 from 6 to 10 more than 10

x x x Do you mix pigs from different pens together during the growth period? YES NO usually no, but if needed

x x x How many times in this unit are the pigs mixed together? 0-1 times mostly once mostly twice mostly 3 or more times

x x x Is the reason of moving pigs to another pen the weight of the pig? YES NO

x x x How often and based on what do you empty the slurry channels? (open question)

x x Do you use litter? 
5

YES NO

x x How often is this added? once a day not so often more often

Feeding x x Do the piglets get any additional feed in the piglet unit? YES NO

x x For how long do the piglets get extra feed before weaning? 1 week or less less than 2 weeks less than 3 weeks less than 4 weeks 4 weeks or more

x x Does the feed for piglets contain any animal protein 
1

YES NO

x x How is the extra meal for piglets given? 
2

liquid feed dry feed liquid and dry feed

x x Pellet size of the purchased compound feed?  less than 3,5 mm 3,5 mm or more It is not pelleted

x x x x How often are the feed formulations updated for pigs at certain age? when there are changes in feeds with weighing with weighing and feedmaterial changes not that often more often than that

x x x Do you use liquid feeding? YES NO

x x x How long is the liquid feed prepared (mixing and soaking) before feeding? 0-30 min 31-60min 61-90 min 91-120 min

x x Do you add any organic acids to liquid feed? YES NO

x x x Do you add any water to the dry feed before feeding? YES NO

x x x What is the feed type you use? pelleted meal other

x x Is there a change from/to dry to/from liquid feeds when pigs come into the finisher unit?  YES NO

x x x Is there free access to feed 24h/d? 
3

YES NO YES, but some limitations at the time of weaning

x x

If the feeding is not free, what kind is it (in grower unit)? The amount of feed in restricted at some times but not always

Several meals but as much feed as the pigs eat;                                                   

between the meals no feed available.

Quantitatively restricted feeding; the amount of feed                                                        

offered is less than the pigs would eat. Some other way of restriction

x x

If the feeding is not free, what kind is it (in finisher unit)?

At the beginning of finishing period it is free, but at the end the amount                                           

of feed available is limited

Several meals but as much feed as the pigs eat;                                                                

between the meals no feed available.

Quantitatively restricted feeding; the amount of feed                                                     

offered is less than the pigs would eat.

x x x How many meals have the pigs per day? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

x x Does the amount of meals change within the grower stage? YES NO

x x Does the amount of meals change within the finishing stage? Yes, meals are decreasing in number Yes, meals are increasing in number No

x x x Do you use feed mixtures made particularly for this age of pigs? 
4

YES NO

x x x How is the feed given? from trough (pigs eating together) from automat (pigs eating at different times) other way

x x x Can all pigs eat at the same time from the trough? YES NO

x x x For one feeding place how many pigs are there in the pen? 
7

1-5 6-10 11-15 16 or more we don´t have automated feeding places

x x x Is the amount of feed per pen checked and changed if needed? YES NO

x x x How often is the amount of feed per pen checked? after every meal ones a day once a week something else

x x In time of feed change, how many days is the old and new feedmixture given together? 1-2d 3-4d 5-6d 7d or longer

x x How many feeding phases are there (according to energy and protein)? 1 2 3 4 or more

x x At what weight are the changes from one phase to another? 
6

around 30kg around 40kg around 50kg around 60kg in between 70-110kg

Other x x Do the pigs come from your own sow unit into this unit? YES NO Some do

x x Is there weaning related diarrchea with pigs? YES NO Sometimes

x x How many days does the weaning diarrhea last? 1 to 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 7 or more days

x x Is it treated in some way? YES NO only with severe cases

x x x Do you change routines (any) if tail biting starts? YES NO we dont have tail biting with this age of pigs

x x x What is to be changed first ? enrichments given removal of pigs medication change in feeding something else

x x x What else  is to be changed? enrichments given removal of pigs medication change in feeding something else

x Is the feeding technique automated at some level? complitely partly not at all

x Your opinion, what kind of tail biting is seen with your pigs? continuous from time to time no tail biting at any time

x What proportion of pens have tail biting incidents? less than half of the pens more than half of the pens almost in every pen

x How many pigs have been bitten in the pen (on average)? a few pigs more or less half of the pigs almost all pigs

1

 It was told, that this means animal protein source such as fish-, meat- or bonemeal, but other than milk replacer.

2

 It was told, that liquid feeding means dry feed offered after adding of water and simmering 

3

 Free = feed always present (at nights and between the feeding times too); Restricted = separate feeding times or restricted at nights

4

 It was told, that this means feeds designed or sold for weaners or finishers; not the feeds made originally for sows which sometimes are used for growers or finishers too

5

 It was told, that litter means substrate at the floor to keep the floor dry (not only for playing with or enrichment use)

6

 More than one choice possible to pick if many feeding changes

7

 It was told, that for example, if there is a feeder with two eating places and 10 pigs in that pen, there is 10:2=5 pigs per feeding place

8

 The years at which the original Sikava recordings of the farm were from. 

* List of units within the question was separately asked

Question type Units
 *

Original choices (the choice of "I don´t know" was always included as one choice)Category Question

primary sub piglet grower finishing Choice A Choice B Choice C Choice D Choice E

General x your gender male female

x contact details

x Your main production type? piglet production finisher production from birth to slaughter other

x Number of pigs at farm (piglets, sows, growers, finishers, others)? (open question)

x Number of separate buildings / unit / rooms at farm piggery? (open question)

x Breed of the pigs? landrace 2- way crossbred 3-way crossbred other

x Do you analyze your own feed ingredients (raw materials; cereals etc)? YES NO We don´t use farm feeds at all

x How often do you analyze  them? with every new raw material used yearly (from every harvest) not that often we don´t analyze our raw materials We don´t use our own raw materials

x Who makes feeding recipes for the farm? farmer feeding company farmer and feeding company together advisor someone else

x Has there been any frequent sickness with your pigs during years 2009-2010 / 2010-2011?
 8

YES NO

Environme x x x x Are there slatted floors? YES NO

x x x x How large is the slatted area? less than 50% 50 % more than 50% 100%

x x What is the weaning age of piglets? early; 7-20 d normal; 21-35 d late; over 36 d

x x Do you remove the sow or the piglets at the time of weaning? sow piglets both

x x x Are there pigs of both sex in a pen? YES NO BOTH

x x x Number of animals in a pen most often? less than 10 10 to 19 20 or more all choices equally

x x How many pigs per drinking place (nipples)? from 1 to 5 from 6 to 10 more than 10

x x x Do you mix pigs from different pens together during the growth period? YES NO usually no, but if needed

x x x How many times in this unit are the pigs mixed together? 0-1 times mostly once mostly twice mostly 3 or more times

x x x Is the reason of moving pigs to another pen the weight of the pig? YES NO

x x x How often and based on what do you empty the slurry channels? (open question)

x x Do you use litter? 
5

YES NO

x x How often is this added? once a day not so often more often

Feeding x x Do the piglets get any additional feed in the piglet unit? YES NO

x x For how long do the piglets get extra feed before weaning? 1 week or less less than 2 weeks less than 3 weeks less than 4 weeks 4 weeks or more

x x Does the feed for piglets contain any animal protein 
1

YES NO

x x How is the extra meal for piglets given? 
2

liquid feed dry feed liquid and dry feed

x x Pellet size of the purchased compound feed?  less than 3,5 mm 3,5 mm or more It is not pelleted

x x x x How often are the feed formulations updated for pigs at certain age? when there are changes in feeds with weighing with weighing and feedmaterial changes not that often more often than that

x x x Do you use liquid feeding? YES NO

x x x How long is the liquid feed prepared (mixing and soaking) before feeding? 0-30 min 31-60min 61-90 min 91-120 min

x x Do you add any organic acids to liquid feed? YES NO

x x x Do you add any water to the dry feed before feeding? YES NO

x x x What is the feed type you use? pelleted meal other

x x Is there a change from/to dry to/from liquid feeds when pigs come into the finisher unit?  YES NO

x x x Is there free access to feed 24h/d? 
3

YES NO YES, but some limitations at the time of weaning

x x

If the feeding is not free, what kind is it (in grower unit)? The amount of feed in restricted at some times but not always

Several meals but as much feed as the pigs eat;                                                   

between the meals no feed available.

Quantitatively restricted feeding; the amount of feed                                                        

offered is less than the pigs would eat. Some other way of restriction

x x

If the feeding is not free, what kind is it (in finisher unit)?

At the beginning of finishing period it is free, but at the end the amount                                           

of feed available is limited

Several meals but as much feed as the pigs eat;                                                                

between the meals no feed available.

Quantitatively restricted feeding; the amount of feed                                                     

offered is less than the pigs would eat.

x x x How many meals have the pigs per day? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

x x Does the amount of meals change within the grower stage? YES NO

x x Does the amount of meals change within the finishing stage? Yes, meals are decreasing in number Yes, meals are increasing in number No

x x x Do you use feed mixtures made particularly for this age of pigs? 
4

YES NO

x x x How is the feed given? from trough (pigs eating together) from automat (pigs eating at different times) other way

x x x Can all pigs eat at the same time from the trough? YES NO

x x x For one feeding place how many pigs are there in the pen? 
7

1-5 6-10 11-15 16 or more we don´t have automated feeding places

x x x Is the amount of feed per pen checked and changed if needed? YES NO

x x x How often is the amount of feed per pen checked? after every meal ones a day once a week something else

x x In time of feed change, how many days is the old and new feedmixture given together? 1-2d 3-4d 5-6d 7d or longer

x x How many feeding phases are there (according to energy and protein)? 1 2 3 4 or more

x x At what weight are the changes from one phase to another? 
6

around 30kg around 40kg around 50kg around 60kg in between 70-110kg

Other x x Do the pigs come from your own sow unit into this unit? YES NO Some do

x x Is there weaning related diarrchea with pigs? YES NO Sometimes

x x How many days does the weaning diarrhea last? 1 to 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 7 or more days

x x Is it treated in some way? YES NO only with severe cases

x x x Do you change routines (any) if tail biting starts? YES NO we dont have tail biting with this age of pigs

x x x What is to be changed first ? enrichments given removal of pigs medication change in feeding something else

x x x What else  is to be changed? enrichments given removal of pigs medication change in feeding something else

x Is the feeding technique automated at some level? complitely partly not at all

x Your opinion, what kind of tail biting is seen with your pigs? continuous from time to time no tail biting at any time

x What proportion of pens have tail biting incidents? less than half of the pens more than half of the pens almost in every pen

x How many pigs have been bitten in the pen (on average)? a few pigs more or less half of the pigs almost all pigs

1

 It was told, that this means animal protein source such as fish-, meat- or bonemeal, but other than milk replacer.

2

 It was told, that liquid feeding means dry feed offered after adding of water and simmering 

3

 Free = feed always present (at nights and between the feeding times too); Restricted = separate feeding times or restricted at nights

4

 It was told, that this means feeds designed or sold for weaners or finishers; not the feeds made originally for sows which sometimes are used for growers or finishers too

5

 It was told, that litter means substrate at the floor to keep the floor dry (not only for playing with or enrichment use)

6

 More than one choice possible to pick if many feeding changes

7

 It was told, that for example, if there is a feeder with two eating places and 10 pigs in that pen, there is 10:2=5 pigs per feeding place

8

 The years at which the original Sikava recordings of the farm were from. 

* List of units within the question was separately asked

Question type Units
 *

Original choices (the choice of "I don´t know" was always included as one choice)Category Question

primary sub piglet grower finishing Choice A Choice B Choice C Choice D Choice E

General x your gender male female

x contact details

x Your main production type? piglet production finisher production from birth to slaughter other

x Number of pigs at farm (piglets, sows, growers, finishers, others)? (open question)

x Number of separate buildings / unit / rooms at farm piggery? (open question)

x Breed of the pigs? landrace 2- way crossbred 3-way crossbred other

x Do you analyze your own feed ingredients (raw materials; cereals etc)? YES NO We don´t use farm feeds at all

x How often do you analyze  them? with every new raw material used yearly (from every harvest) not that often we don´t analyze our raw materials We don´t use our own raw materials

x Who makes feeding recipes for the farm? farmer feeding company farmer and feeding company together advisor someone else

x Has there been any frequent sickness with your pigs during years 2009-2010 / 2010-2011?
 8

YES NO

Environme x x x x Are there slatted floors? YES NO

x x x x How large is the slatted area? less than 50% 50 % more than 50% 100%

x x What is the weaning age of piglets? early; 7-20 d normal; 21-35 d late; over 36 d

x x Do you remove the sow or the piglets at the time of weaning? sow piglets both

x x x Are there pigs of both sex in a pen? YES NO BOTH

x x x Number of animals in a pen most often? less than 10 10 to 19 20 or more all choices equally

x x How many pigs per drinking place (nipples)? from 1 to 5 from 6 to 10 more than 10

x x x Do you mix pigs from different pens together during the growth period? YES NO usually no, but if needed

x x x How many times in this unit are the pigs mixed together? 0-1 times mostly once mostly twice mostly 3 or more times

x x x Is the reason of moving pigs to another pen the weight of the pig? YES NO

x x x How often and based on what do you empty the slurry channels? (open question)

x x Do you use litter? 
5

YES NO

x x How often is this added? once a day not so often more often

Feeding x x Do the piglets get any additional feed in the piglet unit? YES NO

x x For how long do the piglets get extra feed before weaning? 1 week or less less than 2 weeks less than 3 weeks less than 4 weeks 4 weeks or more

x x Does the feed for piglets contain any animal protein 
1

YES NO

x x How is the extra meal for piglets given? 
2

liquid feed dry feed liquid and dry feed

x x Pellet size of the purchased compound feed?  less than 3,5 mm 3,5 mm or more It is not pelleted

x x x x How often are the feed formulations updated for pigs at certain age? when there are changes in feeds with weighing with weighing and feedmaterial changes not that often more often than that

x x x Do you use liquid feeding? YES NO

x x x How long is the liquid feed prepared (mixing and soaking) before feeding? 0-30 min 31-60min 61-90 min 91-120 min

x x Do you add any organic acids to liquid feed? YES NO

x x x Do you add any water to the dry feed before feeding? YES NO

x x x What is the feed type you use? pelleted meal other

x x Is there a change from/to dry to/from liquid feeds when pigs come into the finisher unit?  YES NO

x x x Is there free access to feed 24h/d? 
3

YES NO YES, but some limitations at the time of weaning

x x

If the feeding is not free, what kind is it (in grower unit)? The amount of feed in restricted at some times but not always

Several meals but as much feed as the pigs eat;                                                   

between the meals no feed available.

Quantitatively restricted feeding; the amount of feed                                                        

offered is less than the pigs would eat. Some other way of restriction

x x

If the feeding is not free, what kind is it (in finisher unit)?

At the beginning of finishing period it is free, but at the end the amount                                           

of feed available is limited

Several meals but as much feed as the pigs eat;                                                                

between the meals no feed available.

Quantitatively restricted feeding; the amount of feed                                                     

offered is less than the pigs would eat.

x x x How many meals have the pigs per day? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

x x Does the amount of meals change within the grower stage? YES NO

x x Does the amount of meals change within the finishing stage? Yes, meals are decreasing in number Yes, meals are increasing in number No

x x x Do you use feed mixtures made particularly for this age of pigs? 
4

YES NO

x x x How is the feed given? from trough (pigs eating together) from automat (pigs eating at different times) other way

x x x Can all pigs eat at the same time from the trough? YES NO

x x x For one feeding place how many pigs are there in the pen? 
7

1-5 6-10 11-15 16 or more we don´t have automated feeding places

x x x Is the amount of feed per pen checked and changed if needed? YES NO

x x x How often is the amount of feed per pen checked? after every meal ones a day once a week something else

x x In time of feed change, how many days is the old and new feedmixture given together? 1-2d 3-4d 5-6d 7d or longer

x x How many feeding phases are there (according to energy and protein)? 1 2 3 4 or more

x x At what weight are the changes from one phase to another? 
6

around 30kg around 40kg around 50kg around 60kg in between 70-110kg

Other x x Do the pigs come from your own sow unit into this unit? YES NO Some do

x x Is there weaning related diarrchea with pigs? YES NO Sometimes

x x How many days does the weaning diarrhea last? 1 to 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 7 or more days

x x Is it treated in some way? YES NO only with severe cases

x x x Do you change routines (any) if tail biting starts? YES NO we dont have tail biting with this age of pigs

x x x What is to be changed first ? enrichments given removal of pigs medication change in feeding something else

x x x What else  is to be changed? enrichments given removal of pigs medication change in feeding something else

x Is the feeding technique automated at some level? complitely partly not at all

x Your opinion, what kind of tail biting is seen with your pigs? continuous from time to time no tail biting at any time

x What proportion of pens have tail biting incidents? less than half of the pens more than half of the pens almost in every pen

x How many pigs have been bitten in the pen (on average)? a few pigs more or less half of the pigs almost all pigs
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 It was told, that this means animal protein source such as fish-, meat- or bonemeal, but other than milk replacer.
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Category Question

primary sub piglet grower finishing Choice A Choice B Choice C Choice D Choice E

General x your gender male female

x contact details

x Your main production type? piglet production finisher production from birth to slaughter other

x Number of pigs at farm (piglets, sows, growers, finishers, others)? (open question)

x Number of separate buildings / unit / rooms at farm piggery? (open question)

x Breed of the pigs? landrace 2- way crossbred 3-way crossbred other

x Do you analyze your own feed ingredients (raw materials; cereals etc)? YES NO We don´t use farm feeds at all

x How often do you analyze  them? with every new raw material used yearly (from every harvest) not that often we don´t analyze our raw materials We don´t use our own raw materials

x Who makes feeding recipes for the farm? farmer feeding company farmer and feeding company together advisor someone else

x Has there been any frequent sickness with your pigs during years 2009-2010 / 2010-2011?
 8

YES NO

Environme x x x x Are there slatted floors? YES NO

x x x x How large is the slatted area? less than 50% 50 % more than 50% 100%

x x What is the weaning age of piglets? early; 7-20 d normal; 21-35 d late; over 36 d

x x Do you remove the sow or the piglets at the time of weaning? sow piglets both

x x x Are there pigs of both sex in a pen? YES NO BOTH

x x x Number of animals in a pen most often? less than 10 10 to 19 20 or more all choices equally

x x How many pigs per drinking place (nipples)? from 1 to 5 from 6 to 10 more than 10

x x x Do you mix pigs from different pens together during the growth period? YES NO usually no, but if needed

x x x How many times in this unit are the pigs mixed together? 0-1 times mostly once mostly twice mostly 3 or more times

x x x Is the reason of moving pigs to another pen the weight of the pig? YES NO

x x x How often and based on what do you empty the slurry channels? (open question)

x x Do you use litter? 
5

YES NO

x x How often is this added? once a day not so often more often

Feeding x x Do the piglets get any additional feed in the piglet unit? YES NO

x x For how long do the piglets get extra feed before weaning? 1 week or less less than 2 weeks less than 3 weeks less than 4 weeks 4 weeks or more

x x Does the feed for piglets contain any animal protein 
1

YES NO

x x How is the extra meal for piglets given? 
2

liquid feed dry feed liquid and dry feed

x x Pellet size of the purchased compound feed?  less than 3,5 mm 3,5 mm or more It is not pelleted

x x x x How often are the feed formulations updated for pigs at certain age? when there are changes in feeds with weighing with weighing and feedmaterial changes not that often more often than that

x x x Do you use liquid feeding? YES NO

x x x How long is the liquid feed prepared (mixing and soaking) before feeding? 0-30 min 31-60min 61-90 min 91-120 min

x x Do you add any organic acids to liquid feed? YES NO

x x x Do you add any water to the dry feed before feeding? YES NO

x x x What is the feed type you use? pelleted meal other

x x Is there a change from/to dry to/from liquid feeds when pigs come into the finisher unit?  YES NO

x x x Is there free access to feed 24h/d? 
3

YES NO YES, but some limitations at the time of weaning

x x

If the feeding is not free, what kind is it (in grower unit)? The amount of feed in restricted at some times but not always

Several meals but as much feed as the pigs eat;                                                   

between the meals no feed available.

Quantitatively restricted feeding; the amount of feed                                                        

offered is less than the pigs would eat. Some other way of restriction

x x

If the feeding is not free, what kind is it (in finisher unit)?

At the beginning of finishing period it is free, but at the end the amount                                           

of feed available is limited

Several meals but as much feed as the pigs eat;                                                                

between the meals no feed available.

Quantitatively restricted feeding; the amount of feed                                                     

offered is less than the pigs would eat.

x x x How many meals have the pigs per day? 1 2 3 4 5 or more

x x Does the amount of meals change within the grower stage? YES NO

x x Does the amount of meals change within the finishing stage? Yes, meals are decreasing in number Yes, meals are increasing in number No

x x x Do you use feed mixtures made particularly for this age of pigs? 
4

YES NO

x x x How is the feed given? from trough (pigs eating together) from automat (pigs eating at different times) other way

x x x Can all pigs eat at the same time from the trough? YES NO

x x x For one feeding place how many pigs are there in the pen? 
7

1-5 6-10 11-15 16 or more we don´t have automated feeding places

x x x Is the amount of feed per pen checked and changed if needed? YES NO

x x x How often is the amount of feed per pen checked? after every meal ones a day once a week something else

x x In time of feed change, how many days is the old and new feedmixture given together? 1-2d 3-4d 5-6d 7d or longer

x x How many feeding phases are there (according to energy and protein)? 1 2 3 4 or more

x x At what weight are the changes from one phase to another? 
6

around 30kg around 40kg around 50kg around 60kg in between 70-110kg

Other x x Do the pigs come from your own sow unit into this unit? YES NO Some do

x x Is there weaning related diarrchea with pigs? YES NO Sometimes

x x How many days does the weaning diarrhea last? 1 to 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 7 or more days

x x Is it treated in some way? YES NO only with severe cases

x x x Do you change routines (any) if tail biting starts? YES NO we dont have tail biting with this age of pigs

x x x What is to be changed first ? enrichments given removal of pigs medication change in feeding something else

x x x What else  is to be changed? enrichments given removal of pigs medication change in feeding something else

x Is the feeding technique automated at some level? complitely partly not at all

x Your opinion, what kind of tail biting is seen with your pigs? continuous from time to time no tail biting at any time

x What proportion of pens have tail biting incidents? less than half of the pens more than half of the pens almost in every pen

x How many pigs have been bitten in the pen (on average)? a few pigs more or less half of the pigs almost all pigs

1

 It was told, that this means animal protein source such as fish-, meat- or bonemeal, but other than milk replacer.

2

 It was told, that liquid feeding means dry feed offered after adding of water and simmering 

3

 Free = feed always present (at nights and between the feeding times too); Restricted = separate feeding times or restricted at nights

4

 It was told, that this means feeds designed or sold for weaners or finishers; not the feeds made originally for sows which sometimes are used for growers or finishers too

5

 It was told, that litter means substrate at the floor to keep the floor dry (not only for playing with or enrichment use)

6

 More than one choice possible to pick if many feeding changes

7

 It was told, that for example, if there is a feeder with two eating places and 10 pigs in that pen, there is 10:2=5 pigs per feeding place

8

 The years at which the original Sikava recordings of the farm were from. 

* List of units within the question was separately asked

Question type Units
 *

Original choices (the choice of "I don´t know" was always included as one choice)Category Question

primary sub piglet grower finishing Choice A Choice B Choice C Choice D Choice E

General x your gender male female

x contact details

x Your main production type? piglet production finisher production from birth to slaughter other

x Number of pigs at farm (piglets, sows, growers, finishers, others)? (open question)

x Number of separate buildings / unit / rooms at farm piggery? (open question)

x Breed of the pigs? landrace 2- way crossbred 3-way crossbred other

x Do you analyze your own feed ingredients (raw materials; cereals etc)? YES NO We don´t use farm feeds at all

x How often do you analyze  them? with every new raw material used yearly (from every harvest) not that often we don´t analyze our raw materials We don´t use our own raw materials

x Who makes feeding recipes for the farm? farmer feeding company farmer and feeding company together advisor someone else

x Has there been any frequent sickness with your pigs during years 2009-2010 / 2010-2011?
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YES NO

Environme x x x x Are there slatted floors? YES NO

x x x x How large is the slatted area? less than 50% 50 % more than 50% 100%

x x What is the weaning age of piglets? early; 7-20 d normal; 21-35 d late; over 36 d

x x Do you remove the sow or the piglets at the time of weaning? sow piglets both

x x x Are there pigs of both sex in a pen? YES NO BOTH

x x x Number of animals in a pen most often? less than 10 10 to 19 20 or more all choices equally

x x How many pigs per drinking place (nipples)? from 1 to 5 from 6 to 10 more than 10

x x x Do you mix pigs from different pens together during the growth period? YES NO usually no, but if needed

x x x How many times in this unit are the pigs mixed together? 0-1 times mostly once mostly twice mostly 3 or more times

x x x Is the reason of moving pigs to another pen the weight of the pig? YES NO

x x x How often and based on what do you empty the slurry channels? (open question)

x x Do you use litter? 
5

YES NO

x x How often is this added? once a day not so often more often

Feeding x x Do the piglets get any additional feed in the piglet unit? YES NO

x x For how long do the piglets get extra feed before weaning? 1 week or less less than 2 weeks less than 3 weeks less than 4 weeks 4 weeks or more
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1
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